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Enrollment at 20-year low,
Provost says, ‘Keep the faith’
» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
CAMPUS EDITOR

2016 would be the year of
enrollment “turnaround,” official figures showed a net
loss of nearly 850 students, marking one of Columbia’s
largest drops during its seventh consecutive year of
enrollment decline.
Final enrollment numbers for the Fall 2016 Semester
published on the Office of Institutional Effectiveness’
website revealed a 9.4 percent decrease in last year’s
total—down from 8,961 students to 8,120 students.
Enrollment has not been as low in two decades, when
the college reported 8,066 students in 1996, according
to the College Archives. The college reached its highest
point in 2008 with 12,464 students and has decreased
annually since then.
Senior Vice President and Provost Stan Wearden, who,
following the Fall 2015 Semester said the college would do
anything to prevent further decline, as reported Sept. 28,
2015, by The Chronicle, said that Columbia’s administrators were not surprised by the latest numbers because it
was clear the college would not meet one of its projected
figures—8,300 students—by early summer.
“We were ready for [these numbers] coming into
the Fall [2016 Semester],” Wearden said.
President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim deferred
comment on the figures’ release, and the college’s News
Office said he would not speak on the enrollment until
the fiscal year budget is finalized.
According to Wearden, there are several variables
that contributed to the drop , including students’ financial limitations and the college’s “perceived reputation”
DESPITE PREDICTIONS THAT
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Enrollment plummet proves need
for administrative wake-up call
» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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olumbia’s enrollment dropped for the
seventh consecutive year, as reported
in The Chronicle’s Front Page story. At
8,120 students—the decline began after 2008
when the college had 12,464—our enrollment
is at its lowest since 1996, before some undergraduates were even born.
This story has been written several times
before. Presidents, provosts, financial officers
and chairs annually share their thoughts about
the college’s student headcount, and what will
be done to attract and retain students. These
comments are so predictable, in fact, that they
demonstrate not only rote thinking but also a
failure to respond quickly to critical situations.
Year after year, consequences such as
layoffs, program cancellations, department
alterations, and the elimination of popular Columbia attractions have crippled the
academic experience because of enrollment-related budget cuts. In the meantime,
the number of administrators and the funds
allotted to them is stable or increased. Though
a slightly higher retention rate makes it easy
to disregard these issues, the inequities don’t
go unnoticed by the current community. The
diminished resources are still a likely factor
contributing to a dwindling student body.
According to the college’s public reports for
the 2015 and 2016 fiscal years, expenses for
college administration have seen an approximate $4 million increase—$27.8 million to
$31.3 million—while academic departments
saw a decrease of about $10 million—$82.3
million to $71.7 million.
The announcement follows 2015’s fall
enrollment figures that, according to Senior
Vice President and Provost Stan Wearden,
showed promise of a “turnaround point,” as
reported Sept. 28, 2015, by The Chronicle.
Outside factors that contributed to enrollment decline state or nation-wide include
financial issues as well as funding issues that
arose from the Illinois budget impasse and
the halt of the state’s MAP grants. Wearden
attributes our decline to these outside forces
as well as other issues that affect the college
every year.
When asked about factors specific to this
year, he was stumped, adding that nothing
significantly “bad has happened” at Columbia
recently to contribute to the decline. Contrary
to his remarks, Columbia’s issues right now
run deeper than national or state trends.
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The continually troubling numbers should
be a sign to Columbia’s top decision-makers:
Whatever enrollment plan you think—or
say—is working, is not. It’s time to start over.
In order to stop Columbia from its downward spiral, the administration needs to
show legitimate commitment. This commitment needs to be conveyed monetarily,
authentically, and with educational value as
top priority.
There should be a proper ratio of administrative members to the amount of students.
That number of college employees—as well
as their salaries—should grow when the
student body grows, not when it diminishes.
Departments shouldn’t be the only units
making cuts, administrative offices should
as well. Instead of only laying off low-level
staff members, the top should face comparable cuts. While this would not be an effective
strategy if those offices were reaching target
enrollment, there is no reason the suffering
should be one-sided. Recruitment and retention issues are not the fault of Columbia’s
current student body.
However, students could be vital resources
for necessary changes in recruitment. Focus
groups that foster candor and		
respect and
reporting results to higher-ups could potentially fill the gaps in current strategies. Using
feedback to create a bridge to the group
Columbia desperately wants to come to or
stay at the college would be invaluable.
Long-term enrollment issues are stressful
and this should not be a time of blame, but
accountability. The entire college community
needs to work, celebrate victories and suffer
shortfalls together in order to actually turn
figures around.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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HBO’s Issa Rae: ‘No one can
tell the stories you can tell’

HBO actress and executive producer Issa Rae participated
in a Q&A with students and staff after a screening of her
upcoming show, “Insecure” on Sept. 26.
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER
DURING A DISCUSSION she held with Colum-

bia students Sept. 26, HBO actress and
producer Issa Rae shared what she said
was the best advice she received about
working in the television industry.
“Never believe your own hype,” Rae said.
“I’m always very happy and grateful for any
response that’s positive, but I’m always
thinking to the next project and realizing
that the industry changes in a minute. You
can be hot in a second and then nothing the
next. That’s what’s always inspired me to
keep moving and always have something
else on the back burner.”
Rae visited Columbia’s Ferguson Hall
in the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave., for an early screening of her
upcoming HBO comedy series, “Insecure,”
and to speak with students about her experience working in the television industry.
“Insecure,” set to premiere Oct. 9, stars
Issa Rae as herself and follows her and
her best friend through their personal and
professional experiences.
Claudette Roper, an adjunct professor
in the Television Department, invited the
actress and producer to the college after

Rae expressed interest in attending one of
Roper’s “Culture, Race and Media” courses.
Roper said she previously knew of Rae’s
work and was a fan of Rae’s web series, “The
Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl.”
“I found her work to be fascinating and
inspiring and a template for a lot of young
people to follow,” Roper said.
Rae encouraged student attendees to
collaborate with each other to widen their
skill set.
“Work with each other,” Rae said. “It’s
easy to give yourself excuses when you’re
being resistant to your dream and finding
an excuse not to do it so learn as much as

you can and work with great people because
they’re all in this audience.”
Nicole Hoffman, production coordinator
in the Television Department, said the discussion was great because students could
relate to Rae’s experiences figuring out how
to create and promote her work in order to
be successful.
Nikki King, a senior cinema art + science
major, said she was not familiar with Rae’s
work before the screening but thought the
episode was entertaining and authentic.
“She’s very talented, creative [and] funny,”
King said. “Listening to her talk about her
experience, I really feel inspired.”

Issa Rae, who previously produced the web show “The Misadventures of Awkward Black Girl”, will
premiere her new show, “Insecure,” Oct. 9 on HBO.

Rae also spoke about staying true to
herself, which was inspiring for King. She
spoke about the time she pitched a show
to ABC during her first television writing
experience. She explained that being too
eager to please caused the loss of authenticity, as well as the show not being picked
up by the network.
“It was a huge learning experience
because I felt like it was my one big chance,
and I don’t think I used my voice well
enough,” Rae said. “For me, that led to a
product that wasn’t entirely me. By the time
I turned it in, it was just a generic script that
had no voice. I was devastated. I was like
“The door closed, I blew my one chance.” I
felt like I disappointed them.”
King said Rae’s experience inspired her.
“Just keep going forward and follow your
dreams,” King said. “Keep working for what
you want.”
Rae also encouraged students to have
confidence in their work.
“No one can tell the stories you can tell,”
Rae said. “No one else has the point of view
that you have, no one else has your voice,
no one else is you, and that’s your most
valuable attribute.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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Staff member accepted into
prestigious playwright unit
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
DAWN RENEE JONES, assistant to the
chair of the Theatre Department,
was one of only four Chicagoans
accepted for a yearlong residency
with the prestigious Goodman
Playwright Unit.
“As a playwright, you want to
be associated with a theater—
with a good organization or institution—that is going to support
your work,” Jones said about her
new position.
Of the 70 applications submitted this year, the Goodman
Theater, 170 N. Dearborn St.,
selected the four playwrights to
become a part of its unit. Twice
a month, unit members will meet
with Goodman’s literary staff to
discuss and edit scripts, according to Jonathan L. Green, the

theater’s literary management
associate. The plays members
produce during their residencies
are paired with a professional
cast and director who will stage

a public reading at the end of the
season, he added.
In 2015, Jones won the Ruby
Prize, an annual award given to
a female, minority playwright by
the Southern Rep Theatre in New
Orleans, for her play “A Heap See.”
The award included a workshop
Jones used to strengthen her writing and gain the confidence to apply
to the Goodman Unit, she said.

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
Dawn Renee Jones, assistant to the chair of Theatre Department, was recently
given residency in the Goodman Playwright Unit and said she is excited to
produce her work with the theater’s resources.

For all your mural paint supplies.

“[The position] is going to benefit Dawn because it is a recognition of her growing talent as
a playwright,” said John Green,
former chair of the Theatre
Department and current faculty
member. “She has won a number
of awards. She is a new voice, and
it’s absolutely commendable the
Goodman has recognized her
unique vision.”
Plays written by unit members
during their residencies have been
staged for world premieres at the
Goodman and other theaters,
according to Jonathan L. Green.
“All of the readings are usually
sold out several weeks before they
happen,” Jonathan L. Green said.
Lucas Baisch, Evan Linder and
Emma Stanton are the three other
members of the unit, all of whom
have extensive backgrounds in the
performing arts, according to the
Goodman Theatre website.
“[Membership] is having
constant support from a large
organization as well as a group
of incredibly talented peers,”
Jonathan L. Green said. “Being

a resident artist at the Goodman
comes with a certain amount of
weight, respect and excitement.”
Jones described the play she
will write during her unit residency, which is currently untitled, as an exploration of pop
culture and its effects on feminine beauty.
The exact dates for the public
readings have not been scheduled but are expected to be in
mid-summer of 2017, according
to Jonathan L. Green.
Jones’ accomplishment reaffirms the talent Columbia’s faculty
and staff possesses, according to
John Green. Though her day job
is being a staff member, she is a
true artist, he said.
“[Goodman Theatre] has the
resources to bring the work to
life,” Jones said. “The human
resources and the people who
work there, who are just incredible professionals and take this
all very seriously… that’s what is
really exciting to me.”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events

Wednesday October 5
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series
at the Conway

Friday October 7
Latin American Guitar Festival
Student Piano Recital #2 at the Sherwood

Momentum Art
Tech

958 S Oak Park Ave, Oak Park, IL
773-441-4842
momentumarttech@gmail.com
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SEMESTER IN LA
OPEN HOUSE SESSIONS
FOR SEMESTER IN LOS ANGELES
SPRING, SUMMER, J-TERM, & FALL
2017–2018

Animation
Drama Writing for Television
Editing
Screenwriting
Producing
Graduate Producing
Comedy Writing for Television
Directing
Transmedia & Cross Platform
Development

Monday–October 17th 2016
10:00AM–11:00AM
600 S. Michigan Ave., Rm. 1301
1:30PM–2:30PM
1104 S. Wabash Ave., Rm. 311

Tuesday–October 18th 2016
3:30PM–4:30PM
5:30PM–6:30PM
600 S. Michigan Ave., Rm. 1301

Wednesday–October 19th 2016
10:30AM–11:30AM
1104 S. Wabash Ave., Rm. 311

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Semester in LA
323-960-8020

COLUM.EDU/SEMESTERINLA
@SILA_CCC
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Fashion students, faculty further
discuss curricular changes
» FILE PHOTO

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
Students and faculty of the Fashion Studies Department met Sept. 30 to discuss the program’s
proposed new curriculum, despite an email from chair Jeff Schiff asking faculty to not discuss changes
with students.
» AMELIA GARZA
CAMPUS REPORTER
FOLLOWING WEEKS OF tense meetings and
discussions, fashion studies students and
full-and part-time faculty unofficially met
Sept. 30 to discuss changes in curriculum,
with plans to prevent these changes from
moving forward.
As reported Sept. 19 by The Chronicle,
Columbia’s Fashion Studies Department is
undergoing a proposed curricular change,
which would result in the removal of
the BFA program and a name change to
“Fashion Next.” During the Sept. 30 meeting, students and faculty voiced opinions
on proposed changes.
Jeff Schiff, interim chair of the Fashion
Studies Department, sent an email Sept.
29 discouraging faculty discussion about
the changes with students, according to
Diana Vallera, president of the part-time
faculty union and adjunct professor in the
Photography Department.
“It is our job to keep confusion to a minimum, so our students can focus on learning,”
Schiff stated in the email. “It is also the job
of full-time faculty to participate professionally and fully in curriculum review
processes—including, at times, rigorous
debate and difference of opinion—without
involving students and upsetting them and
their educational experiences.”
Vallera said the email blames faculty for
providing students with the communication
they have been asking for.
“Instead of having that transparency
[and] welcoming dialogue that faculty
should have with students, we get an email
[advising] us to not speak with students,”
Vallera said.
After multiple attempts by The Chronicle,
Shiff was not made available for comment.
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Rachel Hentrich, a senior fashion studies
major who helped organize the meeting,
said she was outraged about the email and
called it an “intimidation tactic.”
“If [the administration] thinks that’s
going to make us be quiet, this is not going
away,” Hentrich said. “Students are angry
about the curriculum changes, [the administration] not giving information and people
beating around the bush.”
According to a Sept. 30 email, Dean of
Fine and Performing Arts Onye Ozuzu will
be holding an open forum with students,
separate from faculty, on Oct. 4. A memo
informing students the BFA application is
now open was attached to the email.
Many students and faculty are willing to
gather the research and data necessary to
stop the proposed curriculum from moving
forward, according to Vallera.
“There’s going to be a petition and, hopefully, a quick response from the provost,
[Stan Wearden], saying, ‘Yes, let’s agree to
stop this,” Vallera said. “If not, we’ll take
the next steps.”
Hentrich said the meeting provided students the clarification needed to push action
like a petition forward, since many students
and faculty in the department appear to
be upset.
She added that students will draft a list of
questions and requests for administration,
including what their degrees will be worth
after graduation and what research the
administration has to show the curriculum
change is needed.
Sophomore fashion studies major Kirin
Ng said she left the meeting feeling confident on how to move forward.
“It gives me hope for trying to change
things,” Ng said.
agarza@chroniclemail.com

CAMPUS
member, are a guest at their wedding.
You see them get married, you go to the
reception, and then you have dinner and
you dance, but a bit of a story unfolds and
you get to watch the stereotypical Italian
family drama that unfolds, Tony’s family
and Tina’s family kind of wind up duking
it out at the end.”

Alumnus shows
comedy, improv skills
in acclaimed show
»ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER

W

hen audience members attend
“Tony ‘N Tina’s Wedding,” they
are not expecting to be greeted
by wedding videographer Rick Demarco.
When asked if they are with the Nunzio
or Vitale family, they are not sure how to
answer. It is at this time guests realize
they are not just here to watch a performance, but also to be a part of it.
“Tony ‘N Tina’s Wedding,” performed
at Resurrection Lutheran Church, 3309
N. Seminary Ave., with the wedding
reception immediately following at 1113
W. Belmont Ave., is an interactive comedy performance that allows audience
members to participate in every aspect
of the wedding between characters Tony
Nunzio and Tina Vitale. The show has
been running in Chicago for 25 years.
Dominic Rescigno, a 2013 theatre
alumnus, plays Rick Demarco, the
boyfriend of the bride’s brother, who
pretends to be a videographer in order to
attend the wedding while keeping his relationship a secret from his boyfriend’s
traditional mother.
The Chronicle spoke with Rescigno about his role in one of Chicago’s
longest running shows, interacting with
audience members and how Columbia
prepared him for his career.
THE CHRONICLE: How would you
describe your experience being in
the show?
DOMINIC RESCIGNO: It has been a
totally new experience for me. I have a lot
of comedy and improv background, but
this style of theater is brand new for a lot
of us in the cast. I was scared going into
rehearsals because it is so different, but the
show is way more fun than I ever thought
it would be.

Can you explain the plot of the show?
“Tony ‘N Tina’s Wedding” is exactly what it
sounds like. It’s a wedding of two ItalianAmericans, and you, as an audience

Why did you want to become involved
with this show?
I have been very fortunate since I graduated
from Columbia to be consistently working
in professional theater, and I am so grateful
for that, but I had been doing a ton of musicals and have not been on stage in a comedy
setting since working at The Second City
while at Columbia. I set a goal for myself
earlier this year, and I said, “OK, by the end
of this year, you are going to do something
that is not a musical and that will hopefully
help you work out your improv muscles.”
It is cool to be able to say I’m in “Tony ‘N

Tina’s Wedding” because everyone in the
theater community knows that show and
knows it is a huge deal. It is an institution,
and a family, and I am proud to be a part of it.
How do you relate to your character?
I am Italian, have a good amount of confidence, like to meet new people, dance
and have fun. I would hope people who
see the show look at the way Rick dresses
and some of Rick’s extremely flamboyant
tendencies and see some differences from
my real life personality.
How is this show different from other
shows you’ve been involved with?
It is the most immersive thing I have ever
done. It is really scary, exhilarating and fun.
In a show like this, there is a very lightly
written script, and it is nice that it is impossible to make a mistake. You cannot really
mess anything up as long as you are getting
to the next speed of the show, and you are
staying in character.
What is it like to interact with the
audience members during the show?
It is fun to see [the audience] gradually
understand what is going on. One of my
opening lines when I walk up to people is,
“Oh my God, it’s so good to see you guys. Are
you here with the Nunzios or the Vitales?”
I would say 50 percent of the people look at
me like I just spoke Chinese. So far, they are
incredibly open and willing, and even the
grumpiest old man there in the audience
will play with you if you say the right line.
How did your time at Columbia prepare you for a career in theater?
I was a good actor when I came to Columbia,
but Columbia really made me a great performer all around. It enhanced my acting
skills [and] my repertoire tremendously. I
learned how to sing at Columbia, [and] I
learned comedy at Columbia. Another big
thing that I do not think a lot of my peers
from other schools experienced is the connections that I made at Columbia—[they]
are just invaluable to me.

» Courtesy DOMINIC RESCIGNO

Dominic Rescigno, a 2013 theatre alumnus, plays
the role of Rick Demarco in one of Chicago’s longest running shows, ‘Tony ‘N Tina’s Wedding.’

What advice would you give to current
theater students at Columbia?
To love it with all of your heart, which I
know is a cliché thing to say, but it has to be
something that you love to do because it is
not an easy job. It is incredibly rewarding,
and there is so much to be said for someone who goes and auditions for everything
that will get them a paycheck. Audition for
everything, love it with all your heart and
try to get as many different theater skills
as possible because every little bit helps.
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
IN A SMALL room in the back
of Wicker Park’s Davenport
Piano Bar Sept. 26, performers,
including Columbia students
and alumni, squeezed onto the
small stage to act out 14 scenes
with censored content previously
deemed unworthy for theater.
The censored content performed at the bar, 1383 N.
Milwaukee Ave., is part of
“Banned Together: A Censorship
Cabaret” and was chosen after
being challenged or banned by
schools and organizations in the
past. “A Censorship Cabaret” was
organized by the Dramatists
Legal Defense Fund, a nonprofit organization created by
the Dramatists Guild to advocate freedom of expression
in theater.
“There are a lot of things in the
way of what’s guaranteed by the

Constitution of the United States,
which is freedom of expression,”
said Paul Amandes, associate
chair of the Theatre Department,
who participated in the show.
“You don’t have to come to see the
show, nobody is forcing you. But,
you can’t tell other people they
can’t go.”

Amandes introduced the two
scenes that students participated
in informing the circumstances
surrounding their censorship.
Columbia students and alumni
participated in scenes from
“Almost Maine” and “Picasso at
the Lapin Agile,” both of which
had canceled performances in

high schools because of explicit
content. Other students, alumni
and staff from Chicago colleges, including Roosevelt and
Northwestern University, performed other scenes.
“Almost Maine” by playwright
John Cariani was canceled
by school officials at Maiden

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE
Columbia students, and ones from other local colleges, performed Chicago’s first showing of “Banned Together: A
Censorship Cabaret” Sept. 26. at the Davenport Piano Bar, 1383 N. Milwaukee.

Boutique Chicago Accommodations at

Ideally located in
the heart of historic
Printer’s Row sits
Hotel Blake, a
boutique Chicago
Hotel. Whether you
visit Chicago for
business or pleasure,
Hotel Blake offers
upscale Chicago
Accommodations
along with
impeccable service.
Contact us at:
877-424-6423
Columbia College Chicago friends
and family use code LCOLUM for
special discounts and offers.
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High School in Maiden, North
Carolina, in 2014, because it
includes a scene depicting two
men declaring their love for one
another, according to the DLDF
website. Senior theatre major
Kyle Hamlin and 2016 theatre
alumnus David Stobbe performed
in the scene.
“Picasso at the Lapin Agile” by
comedian Steve Martin was canceled at La Grande High School
in La Grande, Oregon, in 2009
because it portrays women as sex
objects and shows people drinking
alcohol in bars, according to the
DLDF website. The scene was performed by Hamlin, junior theatre
major Henry Weisel and junior
theatre major Leslie Keller as well
as 2016 theatre alumnus Rory
Beckett and Stobbe.
Cheryl Coons, Chicago
regional representative for the
Dramatists Guild, contacted
theater administrators from
Chicago colleges to enlist
support for the show. The cabaret was directed at students
because censorship can be

SEE CENSORSHIP, PAGE 14

Students, alumni, faculty ‘ban together’ against censorship

CAMPUS

brand new
apartments
coming
summer
2017!

LoVe wHere
You LiVe.
APARTMENT AMENITIES
modern, Fully Furnished units with
Floor to ceiling windows each bedroom
Has it’s own bathroom
Luxury Finishes including Quartz
countertops & stainless steel appliances
washer & dryer in unit
Flat screen 40” HdtV with robust
cable/internet package
gear wall | walk in closets

COMMUNITY AMENITIES
club, game & media rooms
Café With Free Single-Serve Coffee Maker
tech Hub – Quickly connect online
& enjoy Free printing
Lounge areas | study Lounge | High-speed
internet & wi-Fi 24-Hour Fitness center with
cardio & weights
outdoor terraces with gas grills, Fire pit,
indoor/outdoor Fireplace & Large screen tV
sky Lounge & terrace with panoramic
Views of the chicago skyline
indoor bike storage & repair station
ground Floor retail
24-Hour emergency maintenance/ management
secure parcel delivery area at main Lobby
controlled building access

LIVE AT: 30 EAST BALBO AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60605
LEASE AT: 400 SOUTH DEARBORN CHICAGO, IL 60605
331-256-5131 www.30EastApts.com

@30Eastapts
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SFS: Nationwide FAFSA change
simplifies ‘tedious’ process
STUDENTS CAN NOW submit their
2017–18 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid as soon
as Oct. 1, according to a Sept.
27 email Student Financial
Services sent to students.
The new timeline allows students to submit their FAFSA
three months earlier than the
original Jan. 1 submission date,
and they can now use tax information from 2015, as stated in
the email. According to a Sept. 26
press release from the National
Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators, President
Barack Obama pushed for this
change in 2015.
“Last fall, President Obama
took executive action to allow for
the use of prior year income data
on the FAFSA,” NASFAA said in

the press release. “That change
laid the foundation for the earlier
release date of the FAFSA and has
now opened the door for further
simplification efforts within federal financial aid.”
According to Cynthia Grunden,
assistant vice president of
Student Financial Services, it
is necessary for students to be
aware of the changes.

“Columbia wants to get the
message to students so they can
take advantage of being able to
[apply] earlier, and so our Illinois
residents can get in line for
Monetary Award Program grant
which is first-come, first-served,”
Grunden said.
The FAFSA website notes the
changes were put in effect by
Obama on Sept. 14, 2015, but SFS
sent the email notifying students
of the timeline change four days
before the Oct. 1 enrollment opening date. Junior fashion studies

major Ilaria Scarcella said the
announcement did not leave a
lot of time.
“It is kind of late notice,”
Scarcella said. She also questioned if applying past the Oct.
1 date will affect the amount
of scholarships and grants she
would be eligible for.
According to Grunden, MAP
grants are awarded while the
funds last.
Grunden explained the college
gives MAP grants to eligible students but whether that money
is applied to a student’s account
depends on the state budget. If
the MAP grant does not come
through by the time the semester
begins, students must cover that
portion of their tuition.

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

Because of another collegewide
change, Columbia students will
not receive their financial aid
package until they submit their
FAFSA and any outstanding
documents. This means they will
not know what their estimated
awards will be until their application is complete.
“The reason we’re changing
it is because we’re going to two
years’ taxes prior, so it should
be really easy for students to
complete this process, and
[ensures] the award letter they
get initially is an accurate one,”
Grunden said.
According to Christine
Tvedt, assistant director of
Outreach, Education and

SEE FAFSA, PAGE 14

» AMELIA GARZA
CAMPUS REPORTER
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Library celebrates historically
censored, removed literature
» EAMONN KREITZER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
BOOKS THAT HAVE been removed
or restricted in libraries and
schools were wrapped like presents in plain white paper and displayed across tables at Columbia’s
“Banned Book Bash” event, hosted
at the Library Sept. 28.
The banned book list included
challenged classics—many written by authors of color. The list,
constructed through reports
received by the American Library
Association’s Office of Intellectual
Freedom whenever books are challenged at schools, libraries and the
media, contained the 100 most
frequently challenged books from
1990-1999. “The Color Purple” by
Alice Walker and “The Bluest Eye”
by Toni Morrison were listed for
containing sexually explicit content and offensive language.

Molly Hart, student engagement
coordinator at the Library South
Campus Building in the 624 S.
Michigan Ave. Building, created
this year’s approach to the Banned
bash in conjunction with week long
Banned Book celebrations across
the country.

“In the past, we [took] a small
selection of banned books and
[read] them out loud,” Hart said.
“This year, we really wanted to
look at diversity in banned books.”
According to a report from the
American Library Association, 80
percent of the most controversial
books published in 2014 included
“diverse content.”
“What we find is that not only
is it more difficult to get [diverse]
books published, but once they are

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE

The library hosted “Banned Books Bash” Sept. 28 to celebrate historically
censored books, such as “The Color Purple” by Alice Walker.

published, they tend to be censored
much more frequently,” Hart said.
Enhancing the theme, Billie
Holiday’s records played throughout the room. According to the
ALA, her classic record “Strange
Fruit” was instantly banned by all
Southern radio stations.
“Every voice, no matter if you
agree or disagree with it, deserves
to be read,” said Bec Ucich, a
junior creative writing major who
attended the event. “If you are
given a [specific] book or [ denied
a book] , you can’t be exposed to
[additional information.]”
According to another report by
the ALA, parents were part of the
35 percent of initiators who challenged books in 2014.
“Half the time, it’s just because
parents are disagreeing with
the content,” said Cas Bodamer,
junior creative writing major and
Banned Books Bash attendee. “If
kids are going to come up with
their own world-views, then you
might as well give them access to
everything [to make their views]
as well-rounded as possible.”

In addition to school boards
and parents, the Department of
Defense is a major advocate for
banning books, citing the need
for national security.
In September 2010, the DOD
purchased and burned about
9,500 copies of the first uncensored printing of a memoir titled
“Operation Dark Heart,” which
described in detail the author,
Lt. Col. Anthony Shaffer’s three
months in Afghanistan.
Shaffer’s publisher, St. Martin’s
Press, published a new edition of
the memoir, which censored words
to whole paragraphs. The information held back from the reader
in this new edition was what the
government told Shaffer was classified information, according to a
lawsuit filed by the author.
“It’s always [heartbreaking] [to]
hear about [burned] books,” Hart
said. “When you destroy a book,
you take the decision to learn away
from someone. [That] is the very
opposite of freedom.”
chronicle@colum.edu

Small Drink

+

312-583-910 767 S. STATE ST. CHICAGO, IL 60605

Small Fries

With a purchase of $6 or more
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All-natural burgers, wings & chili
with gourmet garnishes.

1900 S State St, Chicago, IL 60616
(312) 842-1900
BYOB • 10% off with a student ID • 11-9PM
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ENROLLMENT, FROM FRONT

and its impact on enrollment
increase.
“Keep the faith,” Wearden said.
“We have a great Strategic Plan
[with] the right approach. It takes
a little bit of time. You have to keep
the faith. You can get scared, or you
can get busy.”
asalcedo@chroniclemail.com
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these types of numbers, but fewer
students attending in-state institutions is one of the main reasons
for the overall enrollment drop.
He said he predicted an increase
in international and transfer students, which Meece said will boost
enrollment in coming years.
“I see us increasing both
recruitment as well as retention
numbers,” Meece said. “I’m excited
about the changes we’ve got coming up and the direction and the
kind of numbers we’re going to be
looking at next year.”
Four departments in the
college increased in size. The
American Sign Language-English
Interpretation Department
increased 9 percent—12 students, the Cinema Art + Science
Department increased 3.9
percent—60 students, and
the Theatre Department
increased 2 percent—
18 students.
Students with no department—which includes undecided,
at-large or interdisciplinary students—increased 58 percent by
90 students.
Bruce Sheridan, chair of the
Cinema Art + Science Department,
attributed his department’s
enrollment increase to careful
long-term planning and
industry analysis.
“This department, for
many years, has been
ahead of what’s going on in our
field,” Sheridan said. “We have
seen trends and ways to respond
to those trends ahead of most of
the other main schools.”
Sheridan declined to comment
on how the enrollment drop in
other departments can affect
the college.
Peter Cook, chair of the
American Sign LanguageEnglish Interpretation
Department, said an
increase of transfer students and
those interested in obtaining a
second degree, the department’s
unique courses, the Silent Retreat
event and faculty’s exposure in
conferences and workshops were
all contributing factors to its
enrollment increase.
Wearden emphasized the
importance for faculty, staff
and students to await the
results of the Strategic
Plan’s implementation

ou

»Z

strategy, which he referred to as
“building the college’s funnel,”
involves buying prospective students’ information such as names,
addresses, phone numbers, emails
and major interests, from vendors
like ACT and College Board in an
effort to reach out, engage and
maintain communication with
prospective students.
“Those are the areas we are
changing,” Meece said. “[The planning and research] has actually
been going on for the last year and
a half.”
Wearden said the college plans
to combat enrollment decline by
reaching out to 16,000 prospective
students this year, sending the new
viewbook to prospective students
and improving all departments’
websites. Wearden added that the
college will also hire more fulltime, nationwide recruiters.
The Design, Fashion Studies
and Business & Entrepreneurship
departments experienced the most
significant enrollment decline.
The Design Department decreased
by 197 students, or 22.5 percent;
the Fashion Studies Department
decreased by 114 students, or
16 percent; and the Business &
Entrepreneurship Department
decreased by 105 students, or
11.3 percent.
Tim Cozzens, chair of the
Design Department, attributed
his department’s drop to the high
number of students who have graduated or dropped out and lower
freshman class sizes.
Cozzens said his department
experienced budget cuts that
closed underused student spaces,
and the department identified
alternative spaces for students . He
added that he has not been asked
to make any other budget cuts in
the near future.
Cozzens added that he expects
his department enrollment figures
to stabilize next year and does not
expect either a dramatic increase
or decrease.
Jeff Schiff, chair of the Fashion
Studies Department, declined
to comment on his department’s
enrollment drop. Mary Filice,
interim chair of the Business &
Entrepreneurship Department,
could not be reached for comment
as of press time.
Meece said he does not think
any college is ever prepared for

»S

from prospective students. For
this year, he cited Illinois’ budget
impasse, which stopped Monetary
Award Program grant distribution,
as a potential reason for Chicagowide enrollment decline but said
he is not sure if there are any
Columbia-related reasons for the
2016 decline.
“It’s hard to say... It’s not that
there has been something bad that
happened here, Wearden said.
According to Wearden, even if
the administration did nothing
to increase enrollment, based
on state and population trends,
enrollment would level off after
one more year of decline. Wearden
also anticipated a gradual increase
in retention throughout upcoming
years, making the college’s statistics more appealing to prospective
students’ parents.
He added that as the number

of new students increases,
enrollment statistics will look
more favorable.
“Two or three years of increasing the number of new students is
going to start to move the entire
enrollment upward as well,”
Wearden said.
He said there are no additional
budget cuts, including layoffs,
scheduled currently, and the
college will monitor the budget
over the course of the year to
find more effective areas to cut.
While Wearden did not immediately address whether previous
enrollment-related cuts could be
a reason for decline, he said retention increased 1.5 percent—from
69 percent in 2015 to 70.5 percent
in 2016.
Wearden said the retention
increase is an improvement and
an advance toward the goal of
approximately 80 percent.
“As you cut too deeply, it can
cut into your ability to grow in
the future... [The board of
trustees and administrators] are well aware of my
concerns about this too and
supportive of making sure we
protect the institution, so we do
have the resources we need to
continue to grow in the future,”
Wearden said.
The college’s budget for fiscal
year 2016 was not made available
to The Chronicle as of press time
because it is still in the
process of being finalized,
according to college spokeswoman Cara Birch.
Wearden said cuts were
made over the summer, which
included several staff layoffs,
because the college anticipated
enrollment under its target.
As reported Sept. 26 by The
Chronicle, Wearden said the
Enrollment Management office
has developed a new recruitment
process, which will begin
this year.
Associate Vice President
of Enrollment Management
Jeff Meece said the new
recruitment process includes a
“territory management environment” strategy—the assignment of
domestic regions to recruiting staff
members in charge of guiding
prospective students through the
enrollment process.
Meece added that the second
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CENSORSHIP, FROM 8

FAFSA, FROM 10

Financial Planning, SFS will
be hosting workshops on Oct.
7, 12 and 21. Illinois Student
Assistance Commission representatives will be present to offer
one-on-one help and guide students through FAFSA.
Scarcella said she thinks using
2015 taxes will make the process
of submitting FAFSA a lot easier
and less stressful.
“You don’t have to wait for
The “Censorship Cabaret” performance was designed to educate about freedom of expression in theater, according to Cheryl
your tax information from your
Coons, Chicago representative for the Dramatists Guild.
employers [since] you already
prevalent in schools, according and how those rights are often than they did previously—that’s have everything,” Scarcella said.
to Coons.
disrespected through censorship, a good thing.”
Another aspect of the timeline
“Theater is dangerous in the eyes according to Coons.
Keller said she hopes the per- change is the IRS Data Retrieval
of people who are afraid because it
The performance was sched- formance inspires the audience Tool, which students will use to
is ‘present moment,’ and they feel uled to coincide with national to resist censorship in their own
that it is going to affect people,’’ Banned Book Week, a program artistic pursuits.
Coons said. “[Fearful individuals supported by many organizations
“[By censoring], it’s like we’re
feel] controversial ideas are going to spread awareness about censor- pretending those things don’t
to somehow disturb their commu- ship of literature.
exist, even though they do in a very
nity, as opposed to thinking that
“The point of art is not to make real way,” said Keller. “If we censor
we could welcome new ideas. It people feel better, it is to make everything, we do lose the [value]
might change us, but the change people feel more deeply,” Amandes of those facets of life, which can
can be for the better.”
said. “If that means angry, ambiv- be very beautiful.”
“A Censorship Cabaret” edu- alent or confused—because they
cates writers about their rights now know more about an issue
» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
» MARIA CARDONA /CHRONICLE

Downtown Parking

automatically import their 2015
tax information as well as their
parents’ tax information, ensuring
their FAFSA is accurate.
Grunden said these new
changes should encourage students to be more proactive, adding that waiting to submit FAFSA
would only be a detriment.
“It’s very easy for students to
procrastinate because [FAFSA
is] tedious,” Grunden said. “But
it is something so important that
[students] do it early. It makes the
rest of their transition and registration much easier.”
agarza@chroniclemail.com

RATES:

$6 after 4pm
until 10pm

10hrs— $11
24hrs— $30
All day
(until 10pm)— $16
710 s. Wabash Ave
710selfpark.com
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FEATURED PHOTO
Chai, the winner of ‘K-Pop Star Season 5,’ performed and judged the K-Pop Dance Battle put on by Columbia organization Hangook Sept. 30. Groups competed at Stage 2, 618 S. Michigan Ave.

BREAKING

F REE
Teens confront stereotypes
Inquiries:
P: 312-369-8843
columbialinks@colum.edu

Join the discussion on Twitter #NoBias16

A Town Hall forum

Moderated by

Dahleen Glanton

Chicago Tribune columnist

Wednesday
October 5, 2016
6 p.m.
Columbia College Chicago
Music Center Concert Hall
1014 S. Michigan Ave.

RSVP: http://breakfreeoct5.eventbrite.com
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Columbia gets down at K-Pop Dance Battle » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
» Photos Courtesy KRISTIANA COLÓN

Kristiana Rae ColÓn was part of the Ferguson protests in 2014
calling for the indictment of Darren Wilson, the officer who killed
black teenager Michael Brown. Her new play ‘Florissant & Canfield’ is based on true events from the marches.

Chicago activist, writer and poet Kristiana Rae
ColÓn is a supporter of black liberation against
police brutality and translates her activism work
to her writing and music.

Chicago playwright
unfolds black liberation
onto Goodman stage
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

used to be just
another a street intersection in Ferguson,
Missouri. Now, it is much more.
In 2014, Michael Brown was killed by
acquitted police officer Darren Wilson at
the intersection. As it became a place for
national protests against police brutality, it
also inspired a new play by Chicago activist
and poet Kristiana Rae Colón.
“Florissant & Canfield” started as new
work that was part of the VG Reading
Series at Victory Gardens Theater before
getting picked up by The Goodman Theatre
during its annual playwriting unit for
Chicago writers. Now, the play is part of
the theater’s New Stages Festival, running from Sept. 21–Oct. 9, and is free to the
public. The play will perform as a sold-out
staged reading Oct. 9 at the Goodman, 170
N. Dearborn St.
Colón is using this play to move stories
of political activism from the streets of
Ferguson to the stage—a medium that is
still generally geared toward white audiences, she said. While it is a risk, Colón
said she is grateful for the chance to have
her work performed.
FLORRISANT AND CANFIELD

“I am delighted the Goodman has been
brave enough to take on such a radical piece
of theater,” Colón said.
Colón’s new play combines poetry with
her theatrical background and experience protesting in Ferguson and Chicago,
making it relevant and timely, according
to Tanya Palmer, director of New Play
Development at the Goodman.
“We have a long history of taking on challenging subjects that tend to be about what
is happening in the world today,” Palmer
said, discussing Colón’s work.
Goodman Theatre has a tradition of
catering to diverse audiences with its
performances, and programs like New
Stages aim to increase its attraction for
all of Chicago’s communities, not just a
certain demographic, she said.
Colón, who was a poet with the Louder
Than a Bomb program and was on season
five of HBO’s “Def Poetry Jam,” has her
roots in poetry slams. Colón brought the
genre to another one of her plays, “Octagon,”
which follows a group of slam poets who
speak on political events such as the
aggression of ISIS and police brutality. The
show had its world premiere in London
in September 2015 and will have its U.S.
premiere with Jackalope Theatre at the

Broadway Armory Park, 5917 N. Broadway,
on Oct. 19.
“Florissant & Canfield,” which incorporates poetry and hip-hop, commemorates
the birth of Black Lives Matter and the
engagement of black youth in activism,
breaking the stereotype that they do not
care about political engagement, Colón said.
“We have reached a majority in our activism that we realize we cannot only be reactionary or organizing in opposition,” Colón
said. “Having a march every time someone
gets shot is a really good way to exhaust
yourself but not necessarily a good way to
build power in communities.”
Colón is not only known for her writing but also her leadership skills, said her
brother Damon Williams, who is part of
the “Florrisant & Canfield” ensemble and
co-founded the #LetUsBreathe Collective
with Colón.
“Her work ethic and the consistency of
her grind, while also being critical of the
world around us, [shows that] she has a way
of putting it on the page, putting it on the
stage in a way that brings people together
and challenges folks,” Williams said.
Williams plays a character named 3
Piece whom the duo met while in Ferguson
with #LetUsBreathe, which supports protesters and victims of police brutality who
have organized protests in Chicago.
Director Monty Cole, a former artistic
program manager at Victory Gardens,
said the play amazed him because of how
it resembles a documentary.
“It is so accurate that it is almost like you
are watching what actually happened in
Ferguson,” Cole said.

He said the blending of fiction with truth
and having real activists and poets in the
cast make the play stand out.
“It’s sold out, it’s tackling this topic, it’s
black as hell and it’s happening at the
Goodman—that is a crazy bit to me,” he said.
Williams said the Goodman featuring
Colón’s writing and telling marginalized
stories and making sure actors of color get
the spotlight is positive for a big institution.
“A show about a movement drenched
in black liberation is powerful done anywhere,” Williams said. “But, to do it on
arguably the biggest stage in the city and
the most established brand in the theater
world in Chicago is inherently radical.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com

Damon Williams, ColÓn’s brother and the main
character in her new staged reading, co-founded the #LetUsBreathe Collective with his sister.
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WILD WILD HORSES
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

Hakunah Matata—I've
got some worries

D

isney announced Sept. 28 there
is a "new reimagining" of "The
Lion King" in the works.
The movie has been connected
to director Jon Favreau, who led
the "reimagining" of "The Jungle
Book" released earlier this year. The
movie was a box-office success with
a worldwide gross of $965 million.
Along with "The Jungle Book" remake,
many other Disney movies from the
20th century have been redone as
live-action and CGI-filled films.
"Maleficent" remixed the original tale of "Sleeping Beauty," and
"Cinderella" retold the title character's
story. Tim Burton reimagined "Alice
in Wonderland" and the sequel "Alice
Through the Looking Glass." LinManuel Miranda will be composing
music for "The Little Mermaid," which
doesn't have a set release date or an
actress to play Ariel. "Harry Potter"
co-star Emma Watson will be portraying Belle in the upcoming "Beauty and
the Beast" movie set for a 2017 release.
Disney also announced nine remakes
or reimaginings with little-to-no
details, including a "Maleficent"like movie about Cruella de Vil.
With all of those past and upcoming
projects—that all did moderately or
substantially well—a redo of "The
Lion King" probably seemed like the
next logical step for Disney because
they can't remake "Frozen" quite
yet. However, I wish they would
leave the classic film alone.
Though Favreau had success with
"The Jungle Book," he's really going to
have to step it up for his newest film.
The original "The Lion King" movie
in 1994 grossed $968 million—which is
a few million more than the new "The
Jungle Book" for which the original
film grossed $205 million in 1967.
While there was room to improve on
"The Jungle Book," the new "The Lion
King" will have to be really special
to surpass, or even reach, the quality,
18 THE CHRONICLE OCTOBER 3, 2016

Subterranean
2011 W. North Ave.
8:30 p.m.
$14-$16, 17+

Wednesday, Oct. 5

PORTER ROBINSON &
MADEON
Aragon Ballroom
1106 W. Lawrence Ave.
7 p.m.
$29.50

Wednesday, Oct. 5

reception and box-office success of
the original, which won multiple
Grammys, Oscars and Golden Globes.
Favreau also had more to work with
and adapt in "The Jungle Book" with
main character Mowgli than he will
for "The Lion King," which is—obviously—filled with lions and other animals and no human characters. The
animals in "The Jungle Book" were
done well enough, but while they were
important characters, they were not
the ones carrying the storyline.
Though it's exciting to hear that the
movie, much like upcoming "Beauty
and the Beast," will feature songs from
the original movie, imagining a CGI
warthog singing about his flatulence
issues is more cringeworthy than funny.
As someone who grew up watching
"The Lion King" so many times it could
be called an obsession, it makes me
nervous to think Favreau may change
important aspects of the film to make it
work as a semi-live-action, mostly-CGI
movie. It will be hard for any remake to
compare to the original movie—or even
the sequels "The Lion King 2: Simba's
Pride" and "The Lion King 1 1/2."
Also, this remake most likely
won't have Ferris Bueller, aka
Matthew Broderick, voicing adult
Simba, so what's the point?
As Scar warned in 1994, "Be prepared."
zeitel@chroniclemail.com

Saturday, Oct. 8
DEL & DAWG
City Winery Chicago
1200 W. Randolph St.
5:30 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.
$50–$65

Saturday, Oct. 8

KONGOS

OWEN

Riviera Theatre
4746 N. Racine Ave.
7:30 p.m.
$27.50

Chicago Athletic Association Hotel
12 S. Michigan Ave.
8:30 p.m.
$20, 21+

FROM THE FRONT ROW

Joseph Greer, keyboardist and
guitarist of Australian rock band
The Temper Trap, performed Sept
28 at Metro, 3730 N. Clark St.

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
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New all-female show
scares up some laughs

Anderson said this cast is the
Anderson said. “If you’re just
most
passionate one she has
watching a horror movie, you can
worked
with. Flynn attributed
only see and hear what’s happenthis
to
good
chemistry among all
ing. This way, you can be in the
the
actresses.
live experience.”
“I would definitely say it’s one of
Anderson said the collection of
the
shows I’ve been most excited
to a live performance, according sketches covers themes such as
» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
to
put
on for people,” Flynn said.
Anderson, who is also co-founder date rapists, vampires and polterProducing
“There’s Something
of the Huggable Riot troupe.
geist possession, adding that all
About
Bloody
Mary”
was a 12-week
SIX CHICAGO ACTRESSES will laugh
“The audience is there in the the skits view the topics from a
process,
Anderson
said, and the
in the face of horror in “There’s room experiencing it with you,” comedic female angle.
entire
cast
contributed
through
Something About Bloody Mary,” » Courtesy SAM BENGSTON
script
workshopping
for
six
weeks
comedy troupe Huggable Riot’s
and
rehearsal
for
the
other
six.
first all-female revue.
Forty-three
scenes
were
writThe show—which will debut at
ten
for
the
show,
but
only
17
made
The Annoyance Theatre & Bar,
the cut, Anderson said. She added
851 W. Belmont Ave., on Oct. 5
that a few more may be cut if the
and runs through Nov. 2—will mix
show runs over its one-hour time
the horror genre with the female
slot during dress rehearsals.
experience, according to director
Jennifer Estlin, executive
Amy Anderson.
producer
at The Annoyance
Brittany Flynn, one of the
Theater,
said
an all-female cast
actresses and writers—all of the
is
somewhat
of
a risk, but one The
stars contributed to the writing—
Annoyance
was
willing to take
said the production plays up “the
with
Huggable
Riot.
actual fears of what it is like to be
“Any time you do a show [that is]
a woman right now” and applies
specifically
niched out for a certhose fears to horror tropes.
Brittany Flynn (left) stars alongside Lexi Alioto, Adrienne Peters, Megan Stalter,
tain
group,
there’s
always the risk
Though not a common genre for Lily Staski and Allison Kochanski in “There’s Something About Bloody Mary,” an
all-female
production
debuting
at
The
Annoyance
Theatre
&
Bar
Oct.
5.
other
people
might
think that’s
live theater, horror lends itself well

not the show for them,” Estlin
said. “If you have a group of guys,
they might not think they want to
see an all-women show.”
Estlin said The Annoyance’s
brand thrives on showing diverse,
open-minded productions, so its
fans have come to expect shows
that do not conform to usual standards in the industry.
“We always look for people who
are approaching their work with
a different point of view,” Estlin
said. “[Huggable Riot has] that
skewed look on things where it’s
not necessarily the way everybody
else looks at things.”
Anderson said she does not
believe “There’s Something About
Bloody Mary” will alienate general audiences despite its female
focus and point of view.
“We want to do [the show] in
a way that relates to the female
character,” Anderson said. “We
don’t want it to be a female cast
and treat it as a gimmick—it’s not.
It’s six strong women.”
jsadowski@chroniclemail.com

YOU AND A GUEST
ARE INVITED TO A
SPECIAL ADVANCE
SCREENING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5
7:00PM
STOP BY THE COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE OFFICES
33 EAST CONGRESS, SUITE 224,
CHICAGO, IL 60605
TO GET A PASS FOR TWO
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
RATED R FOR STRONG VIOLENCE AND LANGUAGE THROUGHOUT.
Please note: Passes are limited and will be distributed on a
first come, first served basis while supplies last. No phone
calls, please. Limit one pass per person. Each pass admits
two. Seating is not guaranteed. Arrive early. Theater is not
responsible for overbooking. This screening will be monitored
for unauthorized recording. By attending, you agree not to
bring any audio or video recording device into the theater
(audio recording devices for credentialed press excepted)
and consent to a physical search of your belongings and
person. Any attempted use of recording devices will result
in immediate removal from the theater, forfeiture, and
may subject you to criminal and civil liability. Please allow
additional time for heightened security. You can assist us
by leaving all nonessential bags at home or in your vehicle.
Screening passes valid strictly for Columbia College Chicago
students with a valid student ID, staff, and faculty only and
are distributed at the discretion of the promotional partners.

Dine-In ･ Carry-Out ･ Delivery

Daily Beer Specials!
NFL Sunday Ticket!
Sunday Football Brunch
at 10am

10 %off
for

Students
226 S Wabash Ave
Chicago, IL 60604

IN THEATERS OCTOBER 14

Soundtrack Available Now

AccountantMovie.com #TheAccountant
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» Courtesy SYDNEY LYONS

behind [creating the course] was
reaching out to a population that
may feel they can’t do this and
A LOCAL POLE dancing studio will
showing them they can. We believe
include plus-size women in its poling is for everybody.”
mission of body positivity with
According to Lyons, Bombshell
the studio’s upcoming plus-size attempted a course for plus-size
only workshop.
women 10 years ago, but it did not
Sydney Lyons, director of succeed because it was too focused
Bombshell Movement Studio in on learning advanced moves on
Beverly and the course’s instructor, the pole. The new course focuses
wants to break down barriers that less on tricks and more on people
cause plus-size women to be too feeling good in their own skin.
self-conscious to participate in
Although Bombshell’s new
pole dancing and other physical approach to instruction may help
activities. The one-time workshop participants feel comfortable,
will be held Oct. 4 at the studio, Lyons said her personal confi10511 S. Western Ave.
dence in her body may also play
“The driving force [behind cre- a part.
ating the class] is that plus-size
“Because I am plus-size myself,
women feel they can’t do anything when the girls come in and I got
athletic,” Lyons said. “The process on my short-shorts and my tank
» TYRA BOSNIC
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

ARE YOU TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATES?
RENT OUT SOUTH
LOOP CLUBHOUSE!
STUDIOS STARTING AT $900/MONTH
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT

CONGRESS

HARRISON

clubhousestudios@comcast.net
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chicagoclubhousestudios.com

Sydney Lyons, director
of Bombshell Movement
Studio, will be the instructor for a plus-size
only pole dancing workshop intended as a safe
space for plus size women to feel comfortable
with themselves.

top, the [participants] say, ‘Well,
if she can have all that out, I truly
can have all that out.’” Lyons said.
Connie Sobczak, co-founder and
executive director of The Body
Positive, an organization that
spreads body positivity through
resources and workshops, said the
opportunity for plus-size women
to enjoy themselves has a strong
impact.
“Giving people [who are] larger
sizes than what is socially acceptable in our world at this moment
a chance to move freely, play and
have fun is powerful at any time,”
Sobczak said.
According to Lyons, Bombshell
facilitates love and acceptance,
and causing others discomfort
is not tolerated. Lyons called the
space a “judgement-free zone”
and said members who made
others feel uncomfortable have
been asked to leave in the past.
Valery Levitt, an Old Town
resident who has participated
in multiple Chicago pole dancing classes, said she has always
felt pole dancing studios are
SEE BOMBSHELL, PAGE 30

Body positive workshop
wants women to feel
like ‘bombshells’

ARTS & CULTURE

Female scriptwriters say, ‘LezPlay!’
WHEN CHICAGO FREELANCE director Iris Sowlat was in college,
lesbian characters in the plays
she watched were often tragic or
objects of pity.
She will be correcting this in
a free, 3-day performance series
titled “LezPlay Weekend” where
she will direct “Watch Me Burn”
by Rae Brinstock. The series will
be held at Hoover-Leppen Theatre
at Center on Halsted, 3656 N.
Halsted St, Oct. 7–10, and will
highlight realistic portrayals of
lesbian women.
“It seemed like the only lesbian play out there [was] “The
Children’s Hour” where lesbians
die and don’t have happy endings,”
Sowlat said.
The series is produced in conjunction with Pride Films and
Plays, according to artistic director Nelson Rodriguez.

Rodriguez said one short play
and four full-length plays were
selected from the 2016 LezPlay
writing contest, which had several
dozen entries.
Featured scripts along with
“Watch Me Burn” include “Fraying
Live Wires Tend to Give Off
Sparks” by Lena Wilson; “Bold as
Love” by Geraldine Inoa; “To Bury
a Stranger” by Ann L. Gibbs; and
“The Days are Shorter” by Corinne
J. Kawecki.
All the scripts are optimistic,
according to Rodriguez. The
scripts are diverse in age and race,
including two African-American
main characters and older lesbian
women are more settled in life.
“Even though [these characters]
are going through hardships, they
still see light and have hope for
their futures as the play ends,”
Rodriguez said.
Sowlat said visibility for lesbian
women is important because the
media tends to portray the LGBT

community as only young, white
gay males.
“It’s great that Chicago has pride
and a theater company focused on
representation of all LGBT identities,” Sowlat said.
According to an eight-year study
released Sept. 6 by the University
of Southern California Annenberg
School for Communication and
Journalism’s Media, Diversity, and
Social Change initiative, of the 32
LGBT characters featured in film,
40.6 percent were underrepresented. The study also showed only
18 films had one or more LGBT
characters with a speaking role.
“It’s exciting for [Pride Films
and Plays] to get to highlight writers that sometimes struggle for
visibility, especially in theater,”
Rodriguez said.
While LGBT theater includes
musicals like “RENT” and powerful dramas such as Alison
Bechdel’s “Fun Home,” female
writers and directors are still

SEE LEZPLAY, PAGE 30

» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE
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Wild Wild Horses saddle up for Chicago show
Wild Wild Horses will play at Subterranean,
2011 W. North Ave., Oct. 7 opening for
alternative band From Indian Lakes.

» Courtesy MYRIAM SANTOS

drummer Greg Rogove. Edwards has performed with artists such as Christina Perri,
as well as collaborated with Jamie Scott—
ost bands start their careers who wrote nine songs on One Direction’s
struggling to get by and prac- 2014 album Four. Other members have
ticing their music in a garage, performed with Amy Winehouse, Jamie
but Wild Wild Horses is not an everyday Cullum and Pearl Jam.
indie-alternative group. It is made up of
The band released its first EP, Ordinary
touring musicians and songwriters who Life, in 2015, recording an unplugged vertook a gamble to pursue their own music.
sion this year. Wild Wild Horses is curThe band, formed in 2014 by vocalist, gui- rently on tour with fellow alternative band
tarist and keyboardist Jack Edwards as the From Indian Lakes and is scheduled to
only member, whoenlisted guitarist Billy hit Chicago Oct. 7 at Subterranean, 2011
Adamson, bassist Jonathan Harvey and W. North Ave.
» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

M

The Chronicle spoke with Edwards about
Wild Wild Horse’s formation, the band’s
influences and new music.
THE CHRONICLE: Why did Wild Wild
Horses form?
JACK EDWARDS: We all actually come
from different backgrounds in music.
[Adamson, Harvey and Rogove] were session
musicians before they were in this band. I had
a bunch of songs I didn’t want to let go into
the ether of songwriting. I really believed in
them, so I started this band and found my
guys through friends in London, then came
out here and started working with Buskin
[Records]. So, I put the project together about
two years ago.

How do all the members’ different musical backgrounds work together?
[Adamson and Harvey] actually went to
school and studied jazz, so they were really
deep in musical theory, and their ears are
incredible—hearing harmony and transposing stuff. [Rogove] has such a culturally
diverse sense of music, and he’s one of the
loosest in-time drummers I have ever played
with. It actually all comes together really well.

What do you guys do differently than
other alternative bands to stand out?
Instrumentally live, it’s a lot more diverse
than even the EP is. Live, there is a lot more
space and a lot more headroom, and we build
in different sections in songs, which make
them slightly more alternative. We use a lot
Was it easy going from playing other of programming like synth elements and
people’s music to making your own?
drum programs in the production, which I
The songwriting world I was in was specifi- think adds a bottom and weight.
cally a pop thing. That scene is very transient,
and you have to write really briefly a lot of When can fans expect new music?
times, and it’s a really quick turnaround. We’ve been consistently writing, recording
To do something like this and really sink and demoing stuff just to put together. We
my teeth into it and dig a little deeper than are about to partner with someone pretty
I’ve been used to doing was amazing. The exciting. Pretty soon, it has been a year [since
boys really responded to those songs and put Ordinary Life’s release], so hopefully we’ll
their own spin on everything. As things have have something out.
progressed over the last couple years, it has
jsadowski@chroniclemail.com
come together really well.

An ode to Chicago...
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT

Chelsea Dagger
Unbelievers
Marathon
Runnin’
The Night Comes Again

» LAUREN KOSTIUK

» AMELIA GARZA

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

CAMPUS REPORTER

The Fratellis
Vampire Weekend

Homecoming
Southside ft. Kanye West

Kanye West
Common

Lost Kings

Sweet Home Chicago

Blues Brothers

David Dallas

Saturday in the Park

Chicago

St. Lucia
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Go Go Gadget Flow

Staff Playlist

Lupe Fiasco

Reality Check
Chicago
Turnin’ Me Up
Good Lovin’
Jazz

» MARIA CARDONA

PHOTO EDITOR

Noname

Angels ft. Saba

Chance the Rapper

Sufjan Stevens

Pulaski at Night

Andrew Bird

Dear Chicago

Ryan Adams

BJ the Chicago Kid
Twin Peaks
Mick Jenkins

Private Lawns
My Kind of Town

Angus & Julia Stone
Frank Sinatra
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Jazz orchestra lights up
Chicago remembering the
Great Fire
Chicagoans’ resilience during
and after the fire rather than the
destruction it caused, according to
NEARLY 150 YEARS after one of
Scott Malinowski, Lakeside Pride
Chicago’s greatest tragedies, the Jazz Orchestra’s director.
Lakeside Pride Jazz Orchestra
To express this celebration of
will honor the Oct. 8 anniversa- strength in history, Malinowski
ry of the Chicago Fire while also said he chose a genre of music
celebrating the city’s LGBT youth. meant to enliven the night.
The performance titled “¡En
“I immediately thought, ‘What is
Fuego! The Great Chicago Fire,” is the most fiery music that we could
hosted by Center on Halsted, will perform?’” Malinowski said. “I
be held at the Seven Nightclub and envisioned it as a Latin jazz night.”
Lounge, 3206 N. Halsted St.. It will
According to Malinowski, the
take place 145 years after the fire ensemble is also largely focused
and the rebuilding that followed. on community building.
Approximately half the proceeds
Jonathan Alvares, a saxophonist
will go to the Center’s Youth who has played with the Lakeside
Homelessness Initiative, accord- Pride Jazz Orchestra for two years,
ing to Pete Johnson, the Center’s commended the ensemble for its
director of public relations.
emphasis on unity.
The performance by the LGBTTo Alvares, Lakeside Pride’s
focused ensemble will honor acceptance and diversity means
» TYRA BOSNIC
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» Courtesy CHUCK MALM
The Lakeside Pride Jazz Orchestra will perform “¡En Fuego!” on Oct. 8 at Seven Nightclub and Lounge, 3206 N. Halsted St.

the jazz genre can be accessible
for all musicians.
“Being one of the premier LGBTfocused ensembles and having a
very diverse group, both in terms
of gender and racial diversity,
along with having allies of the
LGBT community in the band, is
a great way to showcase how jazz
is accessible for all groups and all
individuals,” Alvares said.

In addition to unity within the
LGBT community, it is necessary
for people to know they are also a
part of the city’s larger community,
Johnson said.
“ LGBT Ch ica goa ns a re
Chicagoans,” Johnson explained.
“Being LGBT does not preclude
us from also having a great love
of Chicago and great love of the
history of Chicago.”

According to Johnson, the
Center supports Lakeside Pride’s
commitment to focusing on
Chicago and its LGBT community.
“This is one of their series of
programs that really highlights
the sounds of Chicago,” Johnson
said. “They are trying to give back
more to the community they serve.”
tbosnic@chroniclemail.com

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.
60604.
312-427-5580

800-421-1899

M-F : 8:30am-5:30pm
SAT: 8:30am-5pm

24 HOUR FAX
Fax: 312-427-1898
www.centralcamera.com

Additional
5% Discount
For students,
teachers and
faculty on most supplies

Offering the “gift” of photography. Photographic headquarters since 1899— Our “117th year”
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Robert Birnbaum

he issues veterans face after being discharged from active duty
are often overlooked. According
to several local veterans, what many
fail to realize is the difficulty of resuming a civilian lifestyle, and often,
the only people who understand are
fellow veterans.
“It took me about 10 years before
I felt acclimated,” said Robert Birnbaum, a Vietnam War veteran.
According to a 2016 study titled
“The State of the American Veteran:
The Chicagoland Veterans Study”
conducted by the University of Southern California School of Social Work
and Loyola University Chicago, the
feelings of isolation that many veterans face can lead to mental health
issues or suicide.

Many older veterans look to organizations such as the American Legion or the
Veterans of Foreign Wars for relaxation
and support.
“You can’t talk to your wife or your
kids or your parents because you’re
afraid of what kind of light they are going to look at you in,” Birnbaum said.
“With other veterans with shared experiences, you feel better afterward discussing it knowing other people feel the
same way.”
Despite the popularity of these organizations with older generations—who
share a 30-year age gap with younger
veterans from the Iraq and Afghanistan
wars—only six percent of young veterans end up joining veteran groups, leading to dwindling membership, according
to a July 18 Military Times article.
The figures beg the question of where
more recently discharged veterans are
turning to for support. Many former
service members are becoming active in
online communities or school clubs, yet
groups like Chicago Veterans VetHub see
almost no attendance.
If younger veterans learn about the
need to stand together and help each other through the trials and tribulations of
post-separation life, it could save lives,
the USC and Loyola study stated.
According to Iraq and Afghanistan
Marine Corps veteran Cam Dupre, support found through veteran camaraderie
can form unbreakable bonds.
“If you choose to suffer with me, I will
forever be loyal to you,” Dupre said.
wherold@chroniclemail.com

Banding together—organizations
strive to reach struggling veterans
Story

and

Photos

by

Wesley H erold

Design
Cam Dupre

22

kill

22 Kill, a suicide awareness and
prevention organization, gets its
name from the U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs’ statistic that
an average of 22 veterans die by
suicide daily. The gas mask on
the ring shows anonymity, which
symbolizes that suicide can affect
people of any gender or ethnicity. Worn on the index finger, the
ring represents a “silent salute” to
fellow veterans.
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feature

Don Kozicki, commander of Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 5079
located at 3202 S. May St., smokes a cigarette after hosting a Prisoners of War memorial on Sept. 22.

Veterans and guests socialize and unwind at the American Legion Post 231 on Sept. 27 in McKinley Park, 1956
W. 35th St.

Members of Columbia’s Student Veteran Society organized a meet and greet on Sept. 27 to attract more veteran students to the club.

Marine Corps veteran Julio Cortes oversees an empty veteran technology center
called VetHub, 5031 W. Montrose Ave.
Created by the Chicago Veterans organization, VetHub acts as a space for veterans to hold meetings and help each other
transition from military to civilian life.
Only a handful of veterans have visited in
the past month, he said.
photo illustration
sarah impola
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» Courtesy ORLY TELISMAN

Anna Elise Johnson used multiple mediums to create her artwork entitled “Two Suits.” The work will be featured in the politically inspired exhibit “Sapphire” at the Weinberg/Newton Gallery, 300 W. Superior St., opening Oct. 7.

will open Oct. 7, just as Election
Day looms over registered voters.
"Sapphire" will be displayed at
A NEW MULTIMEDIA exhibit curated The Weinberg/Newton Gallery,
to bring attention to social issues 300 W. Superior St., and will run
in this year's presidential election until America's next president is
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

inaugurated in 2017. The exhibit
is supported by Common Cause
Illinois, a group promoting government accountability, and follows
in the footsteps of works such as
artist Illma Gore’s infamous nude

The Infinite is located one block from the
“Loop U” campuses and is situated just steps from
over 100 restaurants, coffee shops, and stores in
the heart of downtown Chicago.
Students will have the convenience of
walking to class (even in the cold Chicago winters)
and have multiple mass transit lines
at their fingertips.

Infinite offers the best location,
features, and amenities to
South Loop students
chicagoinfinite.com
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TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

SURROUND YOURSELF
with modern amenities
with a vibrant culture
with historic details

For students looking for student apartments near
Roosevelt University, Columbia College, Robert Morris University,
and Depaul’s downtown campus, and many others, we are in a
prime spot for college commuters.

Fully Furnished & Amenities
• Designer Living Room Furniture
• Stainless Steel Appliances and Quartz
Countertop Kitchen
• Mounted Flat Panel Living Room TV
• In-Unit Washer/Dryer
• Fitness and Health Center
• Professionally Landscaped Rooftop Oasis

painting of Donald Trump worth
$1.4 million.
The exhibit will feature new
works from Anna Elise Johnson,
Deb Sokolow and Jason Pallas.
Artist Danh Vō will contribute
his 2010 piece entitled “Pao Soft,”
which depicts a gold leaf affixed to
the United States flag.
Displaying collages, paintings
and drawings, the exhibit will
include pieces on civic engagement, statements of power, and
political protests.
Nabiha Khan, curator of the
exhibit, said the artists collaborated with professionals from different fields to ensure their work
was informed and researched.
"All the works are civically
engaged and touch on a lot of different topics within democracy,"
Khan said.
Trevor Gervais, leading coordinator at Common Cause Illinois,
said the nonprofit partnership will
allow the organization to connect

with a new audience. Gervais
added that having perspective
on the election and knowing personal voting rights are important,
as well as understanding how
money plays a part in politics.
Deb Sokolow, a Chicago-based
artist, used the story of cult-leader
Jim Jones to question people in
power, specifically in politics. Her
piece “Some concerns about the
candidate" is partially fiction and
heavily text-driven. She will be
contributing two new works to the
exhibit including “Back Hallways,”
which will have undertones of the
current presidential election.
"Every time you have presidential candidates in a debate vying
to have the most difficult job in the
world, you have to question [if they
are] delusional," Sokolow said.
Pallas' art will feature two
gold-monochrome wall-works
that audiences can scratch at
with coins or other objects.
Once the ink is scratched away,
the images of important political protests, such as the March
on Washington, are revealed.

SEE POLITICAL, PAGE 30

Art exhibit explores current political heat

28 E Jackson Blvd • 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
312 724 6767
Email
live@chicagoinfinite.com

Only a minute walk from the Harold Washington Library
CTA station, residents have quick access to the brown, orange, pink,
and purple line services. Students who reside in our student
apartment building also appreciate the lively lifestyle of downtown’s
local shops and social activities.

37 W. Van Buren St
Chicago, IL 60605
312-283-3331

SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com

Check out the new virtual tour here:
https://tour.lcp360.com/nocache/arc/.
Call our office at 312.283.3331 to inquire
about tour information.

meOUT

CHECK
» PHOTOS ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

Sarah Gonser
junior cinema art + science major

ARTS & CULTURE

WHAT SUMMER FASHION PIECE ARE
YOU SAD TO SAY GOODBYE TO?

Noah Woods
freshman audio arts & acoustics major
“T-shirts. I wear
t-shirts in the winter
but I can’t flex them
how I want to in the
summer.”

“My overalls, but I reinvented
them by putting leggings underneath. Also, I am a big fan of
dresses, but they don’t work well
in the fall when the cool breeze is
blowing up there.”
“I look like s--t in the
summer. For fall, I am
excited for layering.
Jackets are one of the
most important parts of
an outfit, so I am excited
to flex my jackets.”

Bennett Fuhrman
freshman photography major

We’ve got you covered

@CCChronicle
The Columbia Chronicle
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recipe

Greek Rice Pudding
» JAMES TSITIRIDIS
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
RIZOGALO IS THE traditional name for this
sweet snack. I have been eating it since I was
a baby. In fact, it was my first dessert. Once
I left home, I had to figure out a quicker way
to make it in a cramped Chicago apartment.
Because I am so busy with work, school,
hanging out with friends and playing with

Ingredients
6 cups water
1 cup long grain rice
14 ounces condensed milk
2/3 cups sugar
2 eggs beaten
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Cinnamon stick
Ground cinnamon
1/3 cup of milk

my dog, I had to modify my grandmother’s
rigorous and time-consuming cooking
process. This recipe, which serves about
four to five people, is an easy way to make
the old-fashioned dessert while keeping
that sweet creamy taste—just the way my
grandmother made it.
jtsitiridis@chroniclemail.com

Directions
1. Boil water in medium-sized pot.
2. Add rice; cook uncovered for approximately 45 minutes
or until rice absorbs water stir occasionally.
3. Turn heat on low.
4. Add condensed milk, sugar, milk, beaten eggs and
cinnamon stick. Stir consistently until evenly mixed.
5. Pour in separate dishes, let cool.
6. Once cool, sprinkle cinnamon over final product.

» WESLEY HEROLD AND ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE

A cozy ride is only 5 minutes away.

Use code CHRIS551934
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for up to $50 in free ride credit.
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373 0 N. C L A R K | MET ROCHI CAGO . CO M

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 22 / 7:30PM / 18+

PITCH TALKS: A
SERIES FOR BASEBALL LOVERS
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 23 / 6:30PM / 18+
CRACKNATION PRESENTS

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 24 / 6:30PM / 18+

COLD WAVES V WITH
THE COCKS

<PIG> / CUBANATE / 16VOLT / DEAD WHEN I
FOUND HER / BLOODY KNIVES / KANGA

COLD WAVES V WITH
MEAT BEAT
THE
TEMPER
TRAP
COAST MODERN
MANIFESTO
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 30 / 9PM / 18+
CLOCK DVA / THE BLACK QUEEN /
VAMPYRE ANVIL / CHANT /
THE
FAINT
POLYFUSE / HIDE
GANG OF FOUR

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 28 / 7:30PM / AA
93XRT WELCOMES

@MET R OCH ICAG O

SATURDAY OCTOBER 1 / 9PM / 18+

CRYSTAL CASTLES
FRIDAY OCTOBER 7 / 8PM / 18+

DJ SHADOW
NOER THE BOY

SATURDAY OCTOBER 8 / 9PM / 18+
93XRT WELCOMES

DINOSAUR JR.
STEVE GUNN
THALIA ZEDEK BAND
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BOMBSHELL, FROM PAGE 20

LEZPLAY, FROM PAGE 21

accepting environments. She said
most studios want their participants to feel good about themselves and use music and positive
instruction to create the right
atmosphere where confidence and
body positivity can flourish.
“A lot of [instructors] say things
like, ‘Don’t even worry how you’re
looking when you’re dancing. Just
focus on how you feel,’” Levitt
explained. “[They] are very supportive and encouraging.”
Creating a space for women to
learn and have fun includes using
positive language during courses
and providing an environment
where all bodies can be accepted
and free from ridicule, according
to Lyons.
“It’s important to have a safe
space [for plus–size people],”
Sobczak said. “Sometimes, when
larger people go out and move and
exercise, they can be harassed and
called names. To create these safe
spaces is really beautiful.”

trying to gain recognition with a
wider range of audiences on multiple media platforms, including
theater and film.
Victoria Shannon—a former
adjunct professor who taught
“Gay and Lesbian Studies:
1600 to 1985” and now teaches
in the Writing, Rhetoric and
Discourse Department at DePaul
University—said there is a long
history of members in the LGBT
community being portrayed as
mentally ill.
“[Representation] is important
not just for the LGBT community,
but for society in general to see
LGBT people portrayed positively,”
Shannon said.
According to Sowlat, Chicago
is unique for having continuous
diversity rather than the “token
gay play” once every few years.
“[With LezPlay], you get to
experience the variety of lesbian
identities and stories because not
everyone is the same,” Sowlat said.

tbosnic@chroniclemail.com

bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com
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POLITICAL, FROM PAGE 26
» Courtesy ORLY TELISMAN

“Sapphire” will feature new work by artists that focus on democracy and political power according to Nabiha Khan, curator of the exhibit. The gallery will host a free viewing of the final presidential debate on Oct. 19. at 300 W. Superior St.

“We’re conjuring [the] spirits [of
the marchers] forward to figure
out how those past incarnations
might be relevant to our contemporary situation,” Pallas said.
Anna Elise Johnson’s works will
take on that same contemporary
topic on a wider scale. Johnson,
who is now based in Los Angeles,
will have multiple pieces in the

exhibit, including acrylic collages
made up of objects found in an
office. On opening night, Johnson
will perform a dance in which she
will move her body with a projection of politicians’ hand gestures
on a screen.
Gervais said he hopes the
exhibit will attract more student
voters. In 2014, America saw the

lowest reported voter turnout
since World War II, according to
a Sept. 27 Washington Post article.
“Hopefully, by presenting [discussions of democracy] in a new
way, will be a great opportunity for
students to become more involved
in the [election],” Gervais said.
bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com
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Video: “The Hillary
Shimmy Song”
Want a musical summary of how
the Sept. 26 debate went for Hillary
Clinton? Sing along to the Hillary
Shimmy song and dance. Some
clever internet music artist found
the ability to convey Clinton’s facial
frustrations through a simple jig.
All you need is a pair of shoulders
and an agitated smirk. Prepare
to shimmy your way into this
year’s election.

ARTS & CULTURE

BOOKS TO READ
WHEN YOU’RE SAD
» ABBY LEE HOOD
COPY CHIEF

» ALEXANDER AGHAYERE
ART DIRECTOR

» CAROLYN BRADLEY
COPY EDITOR

“Harry Potter” by J.K. Rowling

Cigarettes

J.K. Rowling does an excellent job addressing audiences of all ages. Watching
Harry overcome his isolation to befriend
Ron and Hermione reminds me that he
doesn’t have to go it alone, and neither
do I.

I don’t smoke cigarettes. However, that
never seems to stop everyone from coming up to me on the street and asking for
one. I’m not sure if it’s the constant bags
under my eyes or something else, but it
apparently gives me the “I love cigs” look.

“The Ghost Network” by Catie
Disabato

“I Am Number Four” by Pittacus Lore

Artwork

“Such A Pretty Girl” by Laura Wiess

In the first of the YA sci-fi series by Pittacus Lore, Number Four, or John, becomes friends with fellow aliens and
humans alike, creating an inclusive and
diverse set of friends.

It isn’t a suprise that artwork has the
power to turn a couple of heads when
you’re walking down the street holding
a painting. At night, however, it’s much
different. It feels as if I’m being stalked
for the last golden ticket like my boy
Charlie Bucket.

Though it deals with the heavy, sensitive topic of abuse, I will always love
and recommend this book. Meredith
protects herself while looking out for
those who support and care about her.

“The Death and Life of Great
American Cities” by Jane Jacobs
I find learning makes me feel happy and
productive. This book teaches a lot of
progressive urban planning concepts.
You’ll never look at cities the same way.
“Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy”
by Douglas Adams

Blog: “Happy Berry
Crochet”
This blog is perfect for beginner
and expert “hookers” alike. The author, Laura Eccleston, posts tutorials and patterns for toys, wearables,
appliqués and more. If you want to
make gifts, something for yourself
or stock up an Etsy store, this site
can help you. She also posts videos
on YouTube in case you’re new to
reading patterns.

THINGS I COULD
GET MUGGED FOR

BOOKS THAT
RESONATE WITH
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Coffee
America has an addiction, and it’s black
and powerful. Any person on the street
not drinking coffee is definitely thinking
about it. Watch your back, Chicago.
Money

Sometimes, I just need a good laugh. This
strange book is the equivalent of a silly animal video that never fails to make
me giggle. It is another action-packed
sci-fi tale that transports readers to another universe.

I usually don’t carry cash when I am
in the city. On the off chance I do,
my head will be on a constant swivel
until I’ve reached my destination. Getting mugged will suck less if I don’t lose
any money.

“Redwall” by Brian Jacques

Harold’s Fried Chicken

Nostalgia is good medicine for the blues.
This lengthy YA series was written
for youngsters, but Brian Jacques covers adult themes, too. The talking animals live in Redwall Abbey but go on
dangerous voyages and defend their
home from villains.

Harold’s Chicken is like a drug, and I’m
an addict. The chicken’s aroma of deliciously fried amazingness is potent.
Even the most proper businessman will
turn around toward the smell. Don’t be
suprised if you’re asked where the nearest chicken stop is.
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Disabato’s debut novel features some
of my favorites—the city of Chicago,
the CTA and disappearing people—all
wrapped into the form of an investigative journalism narrative.

“Nobody Is Ever Missing” by Catherine Lacey
The tale hit home for me with main
character Elyria’s desire to escape
and find a part of herself she never
could before.
“Franny and Zooey” by J.D. Salinger
This two-part novel about the Glass
siblings covers spirituality, loss of interest in former passions and family
trauma. It shows how disenchantment
can discourage people from doing what
they used to love.
“Oracle Night” by Paul Auster
This novel contains a book-withina-book and a dramatic twist. Sidney
is a writer whose imagination proves
unlimited and ties closely into his personal life. His trade begins to consume
him as he locks himself away, hoping to
bounce back from his illness to create
the perfect story.

reviews
APP

GOOGLE ALLO

SCREEN

“ONE MISSISSIPPI”
SEASON 1

ARTS & CULTURE

scale

MUSIC

GREEN DAY’S
“STILL BREATHING”

RANDOM

MOVING

» G-JUN YAM
SENIOR PHOTO EDITOR

» ETHAN STOCKING-ANDERSON
OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

» TYRA BOSNIC
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» SELENA COTTE
OPINIONS EDITOR

Like most messenger apps, Allo allows
users to send group texts, draw on photos and send stickers and gifs. The app
is not groundbreaking compared with
similar apps like Facebook Messenger
or the newest iOS 10 iMessage. It is
available for both Android and iPhone
users, which is nice, but Google is just
another tech company trying to one-up
its competitors.

The show is the latest addition to 2016’s
string of fantastically dark comedies and
comes from Tig Notaro, who previously
worked on “Inside Amy Schumer.” The
show portrays Notaro’s real-life misfortunes like breast cancer and the death of
her mother, all in her signature deadpan
comedic style. It also alternates between
intense realism and dream-like sequences, to earn its title as a “traumedy.”

Green Day’s latest single, “Still Breathing,”
sounds like a 44-year-old was inspired by
a 5 Seconds of Summer album. The poppunk band no longer has a trace of punk.
With this single, released Sept. 23, the
band is trying too hard to top charts, instead of focusing on creating meaningful
music. Dookie’s “Basket Case” influenced
generations of music lovers, but I do not
see the same fate for this single

A security guard once told me that
moving was listed as one of the top 10
most stressful things a person does
in their lifetime, up there with giving
birth and getting divorced. There’s
nothing like forcing me to transport
my belongings to a new location to
transform me into a minimalist. Do I
really need a giant stuffed banana with
a mustache? Probably, yes!

TECH

SONY A99II

SCREEN

“ATLANTA”
EPISODE 5

MUSIC

RANDOM

SHAWN MENDES’
ILLUMINATE

CLINTON’S
#SHIMMYGATE

» WESLEY HEROLD
PHOTO EDITOR

» GRETCHEN STERBA
OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The newly announced Sony A99II is a
photographer and videographer’s dream
come true. Sony A99II is jam-packed
with top-of-the-line features that have
no rival. These include like a 42MP sensor with a 12 frames per second burst
rate and 4k full frame readout, an amazing combination of specs that neither
Canon nor Nikon have. Sony has truly
stepped up its game and is a serious
competitor on the market now.

If you don’t watch creative genius
Donald Glover’s new show, “Atlanta,”
you’re missing out on a comedic experience. Episode five, which aired Sept.
27, was especially satirical because
the show had a guest appearance of
a “black Justin Bieber.” The show
mocked his persona by showing him
peeing in a corner and being crude toward women—shocker. The FX show
is a must-watch.

Shawn Mendes gained notoriety
when his 2015 track “Stitches” broke
mainstream radio. His 2015 debut
album Handwritten was a treasu01
0 album Illuminate, and it does not live
up to its title. The spark of his unique tone
is not there. This album would be great if
Mendes’ was five years older and his baby
face matched the boring symphonies.
This album is dull and Mendes’ fans deserve better.

Following Donald Trump’s comment
at the Sept. 26 presidential debate that
he has a better temperament, Hillary
Clinton promptly elicited a movement
from her shoulders that captivated the
nation and the Twitter-sphere. People
have said she needs to evoke more personality while on stage to beat Trump,
and I don’t know how she could be any
feistier after #ShimmyGate. Round 1
goes to Clinton.
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editorial

Emanuel’s sincere anti-violence
plan needs more outreach

M

ayor Rahm Emanuel is under
fire for announcing a plan to
hire almost 1,000 new police
officers within the next two years as
a way to curb the growing violence
problem that threatens the entire city.
In addition to the new officers,
Emanuel’s plan, announced in a Sept.
22 speech, also includes de-escalation
training for current and newly-hired
officers to decrease police brutality and
increase productivity, partnerships
with local businesses to provide jobs to
disadvantaged youth and a mentorship
program for struggling young men.
In 2015, there were 468 homicides in the
city of Chicago, up from 416 the previous
year. As of Sept. 30, there have already
been 566 homicides. Shootings have
also been occurring in locations usually
seen as safe, like an Aug. 31 shooting at
Buckingham Fountain and a Sept. 24
fatal shooting near Millennium Park.

Emanuel has provided no answers
about the source for funding for this
plan, insisting he will find the money
somehow. While Chicago—and Illinois
as a whole—continues to struggle with
budget problems, it is important to look
at the whole picture when thinking
about the cost of Emanuel’s plan. The
money put into hiring new police officers—paying their salaries and pensions
as well as ensuring everyone employed
by the Chicago Police Department is
properly trained—will not be wasted.
Hiring new officers will restore the
police department to a size it hasn’t
been since 2011 when severe cuts
were made to the department. The
plan also accounts for 200 new detectives, which will help long-term.
Detectives are crucial for solving crimes
effectively and accurately, therefore preventing further criminal activity by those
caught, because 80 percent of homicides

Yahoo let users down,
must pay the price

Y

ahoo, the technology company
known for its once-popular
search engine and email server,
fell victim to the largest data breach
in internet history in late 2014 when
500 million user accounts were
compromised. The company only
announced the breach Sept. 22.
Users and information activists alike
are calling the company irresponsible
for not disclosing its knowledge of the
event to customers as soon as it was
discovered, which The Washington
Post reports could have been as early
as July of this year. Multiple civil lawsuits are already under way by citizens
in both California and New York.

That it took almost two years for a
corporation as large as Yahoo to detect
the data breach is unacceptable; its
failure to alert customers the minute
the breach was discovered is even worse.
The tech giant signed an agreement for
Verizon to acquire much of its business,
and its lack of disclosure to that company is also irresponsible. No one has
benefited from Yahoo’s silence on the
matter, not even the company itself.
With millions of accounts compromised, users should have been able
to change passwords and account
information at the earliest opportunity. This would have protected not
only their Yahoo accounts, which

in Chicago do not get solved . However, it
is important for Emanuel to remember
that only increasing CPD’s numbers will
not fix the problem; the city must also go
straight into dangerous communities
and work with those directly affected.
Emanuel provides a good start by
planning community outreach measures
such as his job creation program and
other plans for keeping youth from getting

is important that Emanuel focus on
providing these options, so no young
person thinks they have nowhere
else to turn except a life of crime.
However, hiring new officers will provide relief to police who often work overtime to monitor the city. The new program
will eliminate substantial reliance on
overtime, allowing officers to work normal
hours. The money saved will go toward the

It is important to look at the whole
picture when thinking about the cost of
Emanuel’s plan.
involved in crime. If anything, community outreach and youth education are
more important in curbing gang violence
than putting more money into policing.
This should be the focus of Emanuel’s
anti-violence plan because violence in
Chicago is indicative of a much deeper
problem than the size of its police force.
Often, young people join gangs
because of a lack of other options. It

new officers’ salaries and pensions, though
it is not enough to completely cover it.
While questions remain about the
efficacy of Emanuel’s anti-violence
plan, it is a sincere step toward a safer
future. As long as he focuses on treating
the problem at its source, there can be
room for policing to be effective. The
additional officers should just be a bonus
to a community-oriented approach.
editorial

could have sensitive emails and personal information, but accounts on
other websites for which they used
the same password and email combination, as is common for many.
Given the potential danger to users
that was irresponsibly prolonged, the
civil lawsuits being filed are completely
justified. An internet company Yahoo’s
size should have the technology and
staff size, if not to prevent the hack,
then to detect it as soon as it happened, and it certainly had the ethical
obligation to inform users sooner.
Companies like Target and Home
Depot experienced data breaches on
a much smaller scale in recent years,
but they serve as examples of how to
properly respond. Target’s RedCard
users were issued new cards with
better security protection, and Home
Depot paid $19 million in damages
to those whose credit cards were

compromised, and their hacks affected
far fewer people than Yahoo’s.
While state law often mandates
immediate disclosure, federal law
does not. On a state level, 47 states
and Washington D.C. have laws about
security breach notification, but Yahoo’s
hack exists on more than just a stateby-state level. Virginia Sen. Mark
Warner is calling for a U.S. Securities
and Exchange Committee investigation,
which is not necessarily likely to find a
violation because current securities law
does not impose a duty of notification.
Yahoo had the responsibility to tell its
users as soon as it knew something was
wrong. Instead, the company let its customers down. It let its successor, Verizon,
down by not fully disclosing the state
of affairs, and it let itself down by not
being an example of what a corporation
should do when it is hacked, which will
not help its declining status on the web.
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Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
have strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear
from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board

A

commentary

Hispanics and
Latinos are not
all Mexicans,
but all deserve
respect
» maria cardona
PHOTO EDITOR

lmost every Latino or Hispanic
person has dealt with being
asked,“Are you from Mexico?”
It’s infuriating for them to explain they
are Latino, Hispanic or even Spanish, and not necessarily Mexican. A
majority of Hispanic immigrants in the
U.S. do come from Mexico, but Latin
America is more than just Mexico.
Recently, there has been talk about
which “label” is politically correct: Latino
or Hispanic. The Huffington Post published a July 16, 2015 article explaining
the difference. Latino indicates Latin
American heritage but excludes those
from Spain, while Hispanics can be from
Latin America but includes Spaniards
and excludes Brazilians. While there
are many people of Hispanic heritage
who do not know the difference between
the labels, but it is important to differentiate as a form of cultural respect.
Mexicans, Latinos and Hispanics have
been treated disrespectfully throughout
the 2016 election season and in immigration discussions. Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump made
attacks on immigration a centerpiece
of his campaign. In fact, Trump began
his campaign by infamously calling
Mexican-Americans “criminals, rapists
and drug dealers” during his June 16, 2015,
presidential announcement speech.

O
commentary

Veteran suicide
is an acute
problem
» selena cotte

OPINIONS EDITOR

nly about one-third of all
calls made to the Veteran’s
Affairs suicide hotline in New
York City are answered, according
to Greg Hughes—the former crisis
line director—in an email sent to
the call center, which was reported
Sept. 26 by the Associated Press.
The rest of the calls go to voicemail,
and suicidal veterans on the line get no
help with their mental health problems.
Approximately 22 U.S. veterans die
by suicide every day, according to the
VA. Those who served in the military
often struggle with post-traumatic
stress disorder, major depression and,
sometimes, physical injuries or disabilities that cause extra stress. All these
factors make suicidal tendencies more
likely to occur in a veteran than a civilian, but mental illness should be taken
seriously in regard to all individuals.
Crisis line workers often leave work
early or choose not to answer the phones
because there are no repercussions
for doing so, according to the email.
Sometimes workers even answer just
one phone call a day. Such negligence is

OPINIONS
These damaging and false stereotypes were most recently repudiated by
a 2015 research study by the American
Immigration Council that found “the
overwhelming majority of immigrants
are not ‘criminal’ by any commonly
accepted definition of the term” and
that “far too many immigration policies are drafted on the basis of stereotypes rather than substance.”
According to a Jan. 18 article by the
Harvard Political Review, immigration
issues and policies are increasingly partisan. Immigrants’ lives hang in the balance,
subject to whichever party is driving policy. No matter which group is targeted, all
immigrants feel the wrath of the political
backlash. Because of this, immigration
reform is an essential campaign topic.
In addition to Trump’s incendiary
statements, the state of Texas recently
attempted to publish a textbook for
Mexican-American Heritage classes
that included racist statements, comparing them negatively to the “driven,
competitive industrialists.” The book
falsely stated “Mexican laborers were
not reared to put in a full day’s work so
vigorously. There was a cultural attitude
of ‘mañana,’ or ‘tomorrow,’ when it came
to high-gear production. It was also traditional to skip work on Mondays, and
drinking on the job could be a problem.”

Those statements are taken as facts
about Mexican culture. The publishers
faced backlash and changed the book
before it was allowed in classrooms
although, inexplicably, they continue to
stand by the racist statements. Teaching
that material in Texan schools, which
borders Mexico, is dangerous because
the comments don’t portray the actual
heritage of Mexican-Americans.
The stereotype that Latino or Hispanic
immigrants commit the most crimes
in the U.S. is false, and the real problem
is that immigrants make up a large
portion of the working class with little
upward mobility despite their hard
work. Mexicans also constitute the
majority of the immigrant population.
According to the Migration Policy
Institute, the number of immigrants
entering the U.S. increased by 2.4 million
from 2010 to 2014. As a Latina woman,
I want to hear someone ask me what
country I am from instead of assuming
I am Mexican, but even more, I need to
know that Mexican-Americans and all
immigrants are treated fairly as human
beings and are not subject to ridicule by
misinformed politicians and textbooks.
Mexican, Hispanic or Latino—everyone needs to be treated with respect.

irresponsible and devastating. ER doctors
are not allowed to turn away patients
for such petty reasons, so why would
suicide hotline workers be allowed to?
The VA responded by saying it is going
to add a new call center in Atlanta to
supplement its New York City location
and improve training for call operators to increase sensitivity and overall
preparation for the sometimes-draining
job. The new center will also allow
for more calls to be answered.
This is not the first time the VA has
neglected veterans. Scandals plague the
VA’s history, from understocked hospitals
to long wait lists for healthcare. If the
U.S. wants to invest the amount of money
it does in military spending, it must
also take care of those who served their
country once they return home. The VA
has done better in recent years, and its
call to action in light of this situation was
the right move, but the fact that it happened in the first place is disappointing.
There are also bills in Congress and
the Senate that would make it illegal not
to respond in a timely manner to suicidal
veterans who contact the hotline. Even if

they are not passed, it is important that
all emergency hotline services that advertise themselves as options for people who
fear for their lives be manned 24 hours a
day. To do otherwise would be to neglect
the very people they promised to help.
When veterans or anyone feels suicidal and decides to reach out for help,
it should be considered an emergency.
Some states have involuntary commitment laws that can force people to be
hospitalized for suicidal thoughts or
tendencies, which shows how serious of
an issue it is. Six out of the 20 veterans
that die by suicide every day attempted
to reach out for some kind of help; that
help has to be there when they need it.
The quick response is encouraging,
but not sufficient. Going forward, suicide
hotline workers should answer calls
for help whenever they occur, or face
the consequences that come with not
listening when they should have. This
is not a case of lazy people just not doing
their jobs; it is a literal matter of life and
death, and the blood is on their hands.

mcardona@chroniclemail.com

scotte@chroniclemail.com
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Hillary’s debate “
commentary

win is a win
for women
» jessica colopy

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I

She even showed awareness of
think [Donald Trump] just critthe unfair situation she was in by
icized me for preparing for this
saying, “I feel like, by the end of the
debate.... You know what else I
evening, I’m going to be blamed for
prepared for? I prepared to be presieverything that’s ever happened.”
dent. And I think that’s a good thing.”
Trump responded with a snarky,
With roaring applause in a sup“Why not?” But the audience didn’t
posed-to-be silent auditorium,
care; Clinton had made her mark.
Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton
Women are taught by society
won her first presidential debate Sept. 26
that any excessive or obvious disagainst Republican candidate Trump.
play of positive or negative emotion
After a slow start, Clinton snatched
will make them “too cold” or “too
victory about halfway through the
soft”—always “too” something.
debate when she shut Trump down
with her comment about preparation.
Though post-debate internet surveys
awarded Trump the win, including a
Sept. 26 Time Magazine online survey that quoted 54 percent in favor of
Trump, these surveys can easily be
rigged with specially-designed bots
and repeat voting. Scientific polls found
the opposite to be true. CNN’s national
Trump has said before that
post-debate poll, which conducts
Clinton doesn’t have a presidenindividual interviews, concluded that
tial image but tried to reframe his
Clinton won 62 percent of the vote.
earlier insult by insisting he was
In the first 26 minutes of the debate,
talking about her “stamina.”
Trump interrupted Clinton 25 times,
Trump’s use of the word
and by the end it was up to 51, according
a Sept. 26 Vox News article. While many “stamina” was code for: “She’s a
woman, I am a man. I am physimight say this is just how presidential
cally and mentally superior.”
debates work, Twitter users did not take
This attitude is common, despite
this lightly. Phrases like “manterruptthe fact that Clinton has experience
ing”—the unnecessary interruption
as a first lady, a U.S. senator and
of a woman by a man—began to trend
among users, particularly young women. secretary of state, while Trump has
no public service experience on his
However, each time she was
resume, and his business experience
interrupted, Clinton handled
is subject to much controversy.
it with grace and poise.

Whenever Clinton speaks publicly
about her family, she is deemed too
feminine or soft. When she is decisive and political, she is too harsh
and cold. Clinton said it herself in a
Sept. 8 interview with popular social
media page Humans of New York.
“I know that I can be perceived as
aloof or cold or unemotional. But, I had
to learn as a young woman to control
my emotions,” she said in the interview.
“That’s a hard path to walk because
you need to protect yourself; you need

By playing the very system that
disadvantages her, Clinton won
the debate.

student poll

How can Columbia
better attract new
students and retain
current ones?

“Columbia should increase exposure in
the suburbs because I hadn’t heard of it
until [I looked to transfer] last semester.”
ayobami akinkade
sophomore audio arts &
acoustics major

lynna briggs

junior American Sign
Language-English interpretation major

“There need to be more resources to
support students going through hard
times.”

to keep steady but, at the same time,
you don’t want to seem ‘walled off.’”
Clinton has been subject to unfair
standards throughout her career, but
she learned how to play the game.
During the debate, she was neither
too defensive nor too quiet—she
embodied the perfect balance.
By playing the very system that
disadvantages her, Clinton won
the debate. If she continues on this
path, she might win the election and
show women they should never consider themselves “too” anything.
opinions@chroniclemail.com

“Hire more consistent [quality]
professors.”
caleb brennan

sophomore journalism
major

letter to the editor

In response to random review:
“Eating with chopsticks”

I

n the reviews section of Sept. 26 issue
of The Chronicle, a review was made
on eating with chopsticks. I understand it may have been intended to be
humorous; however, I think it fails to be so.
What it ended up doing instead was continuing a sense of otherness toward Asian
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cultures from Western societies. Growing
up in Hong Kong, I don’t see chopsticks—a
tool much older and ingrained in a
culture—to be “too time-consuming.”
“Eating with chopsticks just seems so
counterintuitive when forks, spoons and
even sporks exists.” This line alone subtly

perpetuates the idea that Western ways
of life are more “proper” or “superior.”
I’m curious as to how this was
let through to publishing because
it doesn’t seem like necessary
or appropriate content. To me, it
looks like filler content that was
not backed with good judgment.
I believe the intent wasn’t malicious. That being said, intent does
not negate the outcome of an action.

I hope for all The Chronicle staff to
continually grow their cultural sensitivity and awareness, which extends
to Chronicle readers on proper use
and how to prevent these problems
from occurring in the first place.

Alexandra Rixon
Sophomore journalism and design
double major
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CTU scheduled to begin strike Oct. 11. » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

The Chicago Teachers Union set its Oct. 11
strike date after unsatisfactory contract
negotiations with the Board of Education at its
Sept. 28 House of Delegates Meeting.

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

Chicago Teachers Union
sets strike date
» COURTNEY WOLFE
METRO REPORTER
THE CHICAGO TEACHERS Union, after months
of contract disputes, voted almost unanimously to go on strike Oct. 11 at a House of
Delegates meeting Sept. 28.
The strike won authorization with a vote
of 95.6 percent, according to a Sept. 27 press
release from CTU, which has been negotiating its contract with the Board of Education
since June 2015.
According to the press release, the scheduled strike will be the third walk-out of
Chicago public school teachers since Mayor
Rahm Emanuel took office in 2011; one took
place in April 2016 and the other in 2012.

“I’m delighted to stand in solidarity with
my sisters and brothers of the Chicago
Teachers Union,” said Chris Baehrend,
president of the Chicago Alliance of
Chicago Teachers and Staff Local 4343,
after the House of Delegates meeting at the
International Operating Engineers Hall,
2260 S. Grove St. “If we want kids to have
excellent schools, then the mayor needs to
fund them. The governor and mayor have
shown they’re not willing to do that without
some sort of pressure.”
Victoria Rosario, a music teacher at Philip
Rogers Elementary School in West Rogers
Park, said she hopes reasonable contract
negotiations can be made before a strike
takes place.

“As a teacher, I don’t want to strike,”
Rosario said. “But, I feel like we’ve been
pushed to our limits in terms of the cuts
we’ve faced in our schools; I’ve gone from
having class sizes of 25 students to 35 students in a very short time, and it’s made a
humongous impact.”
In a Sept. 29 emailed statement,
the Chicago Public School’s Office of
Communications said CPS is offering
Chicago Public School teachers raises for
their great work, despite the district’s difficult financial situation.
“A strike is a very serious step that affects
the lives of thousands of parents and children, and we hope that in the coming days,
the CTU’s leadership works in good faith
of the bargaining table to reach a fair deal,”
said the emailed statement.
Shari Nichols-Sweat, who has been teaching at Chicago Vocational Career Academy
High School in the South Commons
neighborhood for 29 years, expressed

disappointment with the lack of respect
she believes the city is giving to teachers.
“The government officials are who they
are [because of] a teacher, so why are [they]
treating me like I’m nobody? I helped you
become who you are,” Nichols-Sweat said.
In a speech to the press after the Sept. 28
meeting, CTU President Karen Lewis urged
citizens to take proper actions to stop the
strike from happening.
“Come Oct. 11, hopefully [the students] are
in school because that’s where we’d rather
be,” Lewis said. “Call the mayor’s office, call
your alderman’s office, talk to the people that
can actually make a difference.”
Many teachers at the meeting indicated
they are hoping that authorizing a strike
will spur negotiations before the date comes.
“Hopefully, the city will see that the teachers here are willing to sacrifice themselves,”
Baehrend said.
cwolfe@chroniclemail.com
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9/11 victims' families should
not be allowed to sue Saudis

C

ongress overrode President
Barack Obama's veto for the
first time in his presidency, and
it is hard to think of a worse occasion.
After a 97-1 vote in the Senate and
348-77 in the House, a controversial
bill with potential serious international ramifications was passed,
according to a Sept. 28 CNN article.
The bill—the Justice Against Sponsors
of Terrorism Act—will allow the families
of victims of the 9/11 terror attacks to sue
Saudi Arabia as being responsible for the
terror attack, even though the Saudi government has denied that it was involved
in the attacks or responsible for the 15 of
the 19 hijackers who were Saudi citizens,
according to a Sept. 29 Euronews article.
This may seem like a way to help those
families find some sort of peace after the
tragedy they experienced. But people may
not be aware when they support this legislation that JASTA is a breach of sovereign
immunity, which has historically been
honored in the international community.
Sovereign immunity, in this context,
means countries are immune in the
legal system of another country. The
U.S. did create some exceptions to this
practice through the Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act in 1976. Those exceptions include enabling legal remedies for
private parties dealing with a country
commercially. Those exceptions do not
include suing a nation over terror attacks.
According to the CNN article, both
Democrats and Republicans applauded
after JASTA passed the House. The same
representatives would not be applauding
if the situation were flipped. If any of the
countries in which the U.S. military has
killed civilians decided to allow individuals to sue the U.S. in their countries' legal
system, the U.S. would likely take action
against them.
From 2003 to 2015, more than 165,000
Iraqi civilians were killed by the U.S., its
allies, opposition forces and the Iraqi military and police in bombings, shootings
suicide attacks and fires, according to
Brown University's Watson Institute of
International and Public Affairs.

The number of civilian deaths is
likely higher because it is difficult to
accurately document these statistics.
If the U.S. were held responsible for
any or all of these deaths in the Iraqi
court system, Americans would be outraged, but for some reason, the U.S. can
justify not playing by the same rules as
the rest of the world.
Legal experts were quoted in a Sept.
28 ABC News article that JASTA
leaves the U.S. open to lawsuits in other
nations' courts and could break down
essential diplomatic relationships.
Analysts speculated in the Euronews
article that JASTA could negatively
influence trade and security agreements between the U.S. and Saudi
Arabia. The relationship between those
two countries has been essential in the
success of economic and anti-terrorism
ventures, especially in the Middle East.
Before voting on this bill, representatives in Congress should have been
more cognizant of these potential
consequences, as Obama obviously was
when he vetoed JASTA.
It is rare for a country to admit
wrongdoing and pay the price accordingly. Holding countries accountable
for violations of international law—not
the laws of other countries—is a pillar
of international cooperation, and
JASTA does not contain a shred of
respect. This disrespect toward global
agreements burns crucial bridges and
will burn the U.S. in the future.
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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CHICAGO ZIPPED PAST New York as
Bicycling Magazine’s No. 1 city in
the U.S. for bikers, clinching the
win with 100 miles of buffered
and protected bike lanes.
The protected bike lane project,
which began construction in 2015,
is scheduled to be completed in the
spring of 2017 in conjunction with
the Loop Link Transit, a series
of dedicated bus lanes that will
decrease congestion downtown.
Chicago will then become the first
major U.S. city with a downtown
network of protected bike lanes,
according to Bicycling Magazine.
Tim Clinard, manager of Village
Cycle Center, a bike shop in Old
Town, credited Mayor Rahm
Emanuel and his administration
for the protected bike lane, which
he uses regularly.
“It makes it easier and more
accessible for new people to get
onto a bike and be comfortable
using it as a primary means of
transportation,” Clinard said.
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Naming Chicago the best city for
cycling is a testament to the progress Chicago has made, said Ted
Villaire, communications director at the Active Transportation
Alliance, a group that promotes
safe and easily accessible biking
routes and programs in Chicago.
Villaire said the new bike trails
are a great resource, and the 50
miles planned will increase the
number of cyclists in the city.
“That new infrastructure goes
a long way in enticing more people
to take up biking as a way of transportation,” Villaire said.
Another reason for Chicago’s
success is the Divvy For Everyone
program—a new rental program sponsored by Chicago’s
Department of Transportation
that makes cycling affordable for
low-income families in Chicago.
With a variety of passes, Divvy has
made cycling accessible, according
to Divvy’s website.
Clinard said Divvy allows
Chicagoans to ride in the city in
a safe environment and enjoy the
convenience of riding a bike.

“It introduces bikes to people
who otherwise maybe would not
have considered [bikes] as a way
to get around,” Clinard said.
Villaire said cycling in Chicago
has come a long way and is moving
in the right direction, but there is
still room for improvement and
progress. He said ATA is promoting an international movement
called “Vision Zero,” which aims
to eliminate bicycle fatalities and
serious injuries.
Villaire said “Vision Zero” is
designed to prevent crashes with
better infrastructure, education on
biking in urban areas and enforcement of traffic laws.
While the protected lanes are
good, education on how to ride
a bike in the city is important,
Clinard said.
“Even though you are using a
bicycle, you need to be using
the same judgment when you
are driving a car,” Clinard said.
“So, if you want to make that left
turn, [put your left arm out] and
let the drivers around you know
what’s going on.”

SEE BIKES, PAGE 46

Chicago overtakes
competition in bicycling
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A STATE-OF-THE-ART HEALTH center
opening next year in Bronzeville
will bring free healthcare and
medical exams to approximately
400 Chicago Public School students and their families from 20
neighborhood schools, according
to a Sept. 23 press release from
Mayor Rahm Emanuel.
The new health center—scheduled to be housed at John B. Drake
Elementary School, 2710 Dearborn
St., by 2017—was announced by
Emanuel, Chicago Department
of Public Health Commissioner
Dr. Julie Morita and Alderman
Pat Dowell (3rd Ward), the press
release stated.
Sydney Golliday, the principal of
Drake, said the health center would
benefit students and low-income

families in the Bronzeville area
when completed.
“It is my hope that the schoolbased health center will allow us
to provide options and healthier
choices for our students, parents and the larger community,”
Golliday said.
Cynthia Boyd, director of the
Office of Community Engagement
and Neighborhood Health
Partnerships at University of
Illinois at Chicago’s Mile Square
Health Center, said the organization has been providing healthcare
to communities for more than 20
years, and this will be their sixth
school-based health center.
Boyd said the health center would
be what she calls a “hub model,”
which provides service to schools
in the surrounding community.
“It is a model I know will be successful,” Boyd said. “It is one I want

to promote in Chicago because
there is such great need for healthcare in the city.”
The health center, the city’s 33rd
to be located in a school, is a product
of UIC’s MSHC program, which
builds cost-free clinics around
Chicago, the press release stated.
Mary Johnson, a strategy and
operations specialist of pediatrics
at UIC College of Medicine, said

Bronzeville’s new school-based health
center at John B. Drake Elementary
will provide accessible healthcare
to students and families, according
to principal Sydney Golliday.
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to access healthcare, and the specialized staff of school-based health
centers are helpful in overcoming
and addressing those issues
which are all too common.
“School-based health centers
have staff who are well-versed
in working with not only child
and adolescent populations but
economically disadvantaged
communities,” Johnson said.
» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

House of Hookah
$10 off

school-based health centers are
successful because of the accessibility they provide to youth.
“Oftentimes, there is a barrier
in health information for young
people,” Johnson said. “Schoolbased health centers provide an
opportunity to see a provider who
specializes in their age group.”
Johnson said children from
low-income families face obstacles

SEE HEALTH, PAGE 46

New school-based health
center in Bronzeville
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Old Town School of Folk
Music coming to Englewood

The Old Town School of Folk Music
is coming back to I Grow Chicago
in Englewood after a summer
partnership that brought drumming
and poetry workshops to the
nonprofit.

» GETTY IMAGES
» COURTNEY WOLFE
METRO REPORTER
AFTER A SUCCESSFUL summer
partnership, a North Side music
school is collaborating with an
Englewood nonprofit for an afterschool program starting Tuesday,
Oct. 4.

Robin Carroll, founder and president of I Grow Chicago, the South
Side organization that endeavors
to serve as a safe haven for creative
growth, said the Old Town School
of Folk Music based in Lincoln
Square reached out to create the
partnership. Carroll said she
knew this would be a great way to

connect communities on the North
and South sides.
The partnership is a part of a
new initiative assessing neighborhoods without arts programs to see
where the group can help, according to the Old Town School of Folk
Music’s Director of Engagement
and Innovation Uday Joshi.

“We’re trying to see how we can
effect change in a meaningful and
impactful way, knowing there are
a host of other issues that need to
be addressed before arts learning
can begin,” Joshi said.
Joshi the success of the summer
workshop makes him look forward
to the new program.
“We came to find that [the workshop] gave a lot of people who had
no voice voices,” Carroll said. “We
saw our neighbors who might not
have felt comfortable in certain
situations were able to use the
poetry they wrote to begin to fit
into other situations.”
Caroline Eizik, an art therapist
in Chicago, said the art therapy I
Grow Chicago and the Old Town
School of Folk Music are providing
is valuable.
“It gives [participants] a chance
to express things that are hard to
express in words, and to share
some of their experiences,” Eizik
said. “They don’t have a lot of successful experiences. If you don’t
have food or your parents are
using substances or your friends

are getting killed, it’s hard to be
successful in school. Making a
work of art you feel good about, or
bringing an idea to fruition, can be
really life-enhancing.”
Winston McGill, Chief of Staff
to Alderman Roderick Sawyer (6th
Ward), said he is happy to hear
about this partnership in his ward.
“Anytime we’re able to expose
different types of art—whether it’s
music, poetry or spoken word—it
is a great thing,” McGill said. “It’s
great to have that exposure on
the South Side, especially in the
Englewood area.”
Carroll said she hopes more
people and organizations provide
their services to the South Side in
the future as the Old Town School
of Folk music has.
“I firmly believe if the North Side
started putting that kind of effort
into the South Side, we would completely change the playing field,”
Carroll said. “If the North Side
would like to end violence, they
need to step up to the plate.”
cwolfe@chroniclemail.com
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Oscar Mayer Wiener songwriter dies

» JIM PRISCHING
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
THE MAN WHO got generations of
hot dog lovers singing along to
the Oscar Mayer Wiener song
has died.
Richard Trentlage died Sept.
21 in Libertyville, Illinois, at the
age of 87, according to an obituary posted online by a northern
Illinois funeral home.
With the words, “Oh, I wish
I were an Oscar Mayer wiener,”
Trentlage helped solidify the
company’s hot dogs as a piece of
Americana. The jingle he wrote
appeared in a 1960s television
commercial featuring cartoon
children marching along and singing. The tune remained a fixture
for the next half a century.
Trentlage was born in Chicago
and began penning jingles as a
high school student, starting with

» Courtesy CHICAGO TRIBUNE
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Chicagoan and life-long jingle writer
Richard Trentlage plays his banjo in his
hometown of Fox River Grove, Illinois
on March 7, 2000. Trentlage was the
creator of the Oscar Mayer Wiener
Jingle and other well-known songs.

one about a fictional company he
called Modern Plastic Brooms. The
idea was to dream up a believable
sponsor for a school talent show
and sing the jingle during commercial breaks in a performance
modeled after a radio program.
The Modern Plastic Broom jingle was evidently so memorable his
former classmates sang it during
a 50th reunion.
Trentlage transformed his living
room into a makeshift recording
studio, inviting his own children to
sing on audition tapes. His children
even recorded “on-air” sessions.
“We were always getting out of
school to hop a train and meet our
dad at a Chicago recording studio,” Trentlage’s daughter, Linda
Bruun, recalled in the obituary.
Trentlage was no one-hit wonder. He also wrote “Wow! It sure
doesn’t taste like tomato juice”
for V8, “Buckle up for safety,
buckle up!” for the National Safety
Council and “McDonald’s is your
kind of place!” for the burger chain.
chronicle@colum.edu
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want to continue doing despite the
flaws that we have,” Michael said.
Senior audio arts & acoustics
The city should be proud of this
major Keaton Michael said he was accomplishment and it should be
in two separate bicycle accidents acknowledged, but there is still
on Damen Avenue during the week room for progress to make Chicago
of Sept. 26, resulting in a broken a true bike haven, Villaire said.
arm. He attributed both incidents
“We have come a long way and
to lack of awareness and respect we’re proud of the work that has
from motorists.
occurred, but we also have a lot
“We see drivers who think biking of work that needs to be done,”
lanes belong to motorists, which Villaire said.
is why we see cars parked in bike
Clinard agreed and encouraged
lanes,” Michael said.
people to take the proper precauMichael, who did not file a tions, such as wearing a helmet
police report for either accident, and using reflective lights.
said protected bike lanes make
Villaire said his group, along
a huge impact because they pro- with the city, provides education
tect drivers and allow cyclists to programs to better inform the
become more relaxed while riding. community of biking in the city.
He said he would also like to see
“[Current programs educate]
more education for people, such bicyclists and motorists how to
as bus and taxi drivers, so they are safely navigate the streets, but
knowledgeable about sharing the more efforts are needed,” Villaire
streets with bicyclists.
said. “It’s particularly important
However, Michael still encour- because accidents between cars
ages people to take up cycling and and bikes can be catastrophic.”
thinks Chicago is moving in the
Divvy Bikes could not be reached
right direction.
for comment as of press time.
“I’d recommend everyone start
ebradach@chroniclemail.com
biking, and it’s still something I

40%

the center will provide a wide range
of services.
Senior Manager of School-Based
“There will be a primary care phyHealth at Erie Family Health sician, mental health practices, and
Center Kimberly Williams said the a focus on fitness and health and
health center would provide health- wellness,” Golliday said.
care options to the community.
School-based health centers can
“[The center] will reach a variety be key players in improving the eduof individuals who may not have cational process, Boyd said.
reliable access to transportation,”
“Kids cannot learn if they are
Williams said.
sick,” she said. “It may not be obviGolliday said the project has ous sickness. It could be stress,
been underway for two years and depression or hunger-related, and

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
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HEALTH, FROM PAGE 42

through school health centers we
are able to detect those issues.”
Golliday said she is looking forward to observing the new, stateof-the-art health center help the
Bronzeville community.
“This will provide access and an
entryway for conversations about
healthcare and how healthy choices
impact the entire community,”
Golliday said.
ebradach@chroniclemail.com

John B. Drake Elementary’s new health center
will provide healthcare to 20 additional schools
in the surrounding community, according to
Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s Sept. 23 press release.
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» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
Police cordon off the lagoon at McKinley Park, in preparation to drain it on Sept. 27. A human head was found floating in the lagoon by a maintenance worker Sept. 23. Since the discovery of the head, a
container with human ashes was also found in the lake.
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